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 Lithium ion batteries are a critical component enabling many modern 

technologies, including portable electronics, hybrid electric vehicles and more. While 

interest in nanomaterials for lithium ion batteries has been growing in recent years, very 

few systematic studies have been carried out on controlled architectures to explore of the 

impact of nanoscale and mesoscale structure on the reaction mechanisms, kinetics and 

resulting rate performance in these electrodes. Here we utilize a combination of anodized 

aluminum oxide templates and atomic layer deposition to fabricate a variety of 

systematically variable electrode architectures. The structural control and electrode 

design are described in detail. Then, analysis of the rate performance, with a focus on 

distinguishing between diffusion and charge transfer limited reaction mechanisms, is 

carried out for two distinct electrode systems, focusing on different issues which face 

advanced electrode architectures. First, we analyze the impact of nanotube length  in 1D 

structures to establish a quantitative understanding of the balance between the loss of 

capacity due to resistance increases and improvements due to surface area increases. 

Second, we analyze the impact of transitioning from arrays of 1D nanostructures to 

crosslinked electrode networks. While 1D alignment is often considered favorable for 

reducing defects that may lead to capacity loss and degradation, our results indicate that 

the 3D structures gain more from increased surface area and mass loading than they lose 



 
 

from the introduction of defects. This observation opens up opportunities for rationally 

designed advanced electrode architectures to optimize the performance of 

electrochemical energy storage devices in novel ways that  are unavailable to 

conventional, particle based electrode configurations. 
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Chapter 1: Current Trends in Nano- and Meso-structures for Lithium Ion 
Batteries 

1.1 Introduction: 
 Electrochemical energy storage devices are an essential technology needed to help 

meet the major energy demands of our growing economy for a wide range of 

applications, from supporting alternative energy sources to improving hybrid electric 

vehicles and personal electronics. Each of these applications benefits from smaller, 

lighter and faster devices which can store more energy, especially at higher power. High 

power is critically important in alternative energy and hybrid electric vehicle applications 

where energy that cannot be captured quickly will be lost.   

1.2 Metrics and Measurement of Energy Storage 
Energy and power are the two major parameters on which an energy storage 

device is evaluated.  Energy, which is broadly defined in chemistry and physics as the 

ability to do work, is measured in joules, or watthours. For a battery, the energy is 

defined as the charge (q) times the voltage window (ΔV) of the battery (Eq. 1-1). 

𝐸 = 𝑞∆𝑉     Eq 1-1 

The total charge that can be stored in a device is determined by the charge capacity of the 

anode and cathode materials, while the voltage window is determined by the difference in 

the potential between the anode and cathode materials.  These two parameters generally 

determine the choice of electrode material for any given battery system.1  

Power is related to how quickly energy can be moved in and out of a storage 

device, and is directly related to the current density, as well as the voltage window (Eq. 

1-2).  
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𝑃 = 𝑖∆𝑉      Eq. 1-2 

Again, the critical importance of voltage window to cell performance can be observed, 

but power is largely governed by the cell current. Reaction kinetics and ionic and 

electronic conductivity determine the maximum current which can be drawn from a cell.2  

Lithium ion batteries stand out among other energy storage strategies for their 

generally good power and energy densities.3 As a result, they have been the focus of a 

wide variety of research, for applications as large as grid scale storage4 and as small as 

microbatteries for medical devices5 and ultra-thin, flexible batteries for wearable 

technology.6 While every application range has different power and energy requirements, 

essentially all next-generation technology can benefit from smaller, lighter batteries with 

higher power, higher energy and longer cycle lifetimes. In order to explore options for 

improving this technology, first it is important to understand the chemical reactions 

which facilitate the current Li ion technology. 

1.3 Introduction to Lithium Ion Batteries 
While batteries such as the lead acid and alkaline cells have been familiar to most 

consumers since at least the 1940s, lithium ion batteries have completely transformed the 

energy landscape in the few decades since they arrived on the market in 1991.7 As of 

April 2015, lithium ion batteries comprised nearly half of all secondary (rechargeable) 

battery sales in Japan.8 The basic structure of a lithium ion battery is illutrated 

schematically in Figure 1-1.  
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Figure 1-1: A schematic of a conventional lithium ion battery, in the fully charged 
state 

During discharging, electrons flow from the anode to the cathode, through the 

external circuit, while lithium ions are removed from the anode and inserted into the 

cathode. These lithiation and delithiation reactions are accompanied by a reduction and 

oxidation reaction, respectively. The discharge process can continue until all lithium has 

been removed from the anode and inserted into the cathode. To recharge the battery, 

external current must be applied to provide the energy needed for the reverse reactions to 

take place. During charge the cathode will be delithiated, an oxidative reaction, and the 

anode will be reduced by the insertion of lithium. In an ideal system, the same quantity of 

lithium, and the same number of electrons will be used for charging as were produced 

during discharging, but of course some energy will always be lost. Reactions are 

described as being reversible when the charge difference between the oxidation and 
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reduction processes is relatively small. On the device scale, reversibility can be described 

as Coulomb efficiency, which is simply the ratio of charge passed by the cell during 

charging and discharging. Good full cell batteries should have Coulomb efficiencies 

approaching 99 %. 

There are three critical components to any electrochemical cell; cathode, anode 

and electrolyte. In a lithium ion battery, charge is stored by the intercalation of lithium 

ions into the layers of either the carbon anode or a metal oxide cathode. This insertion of 

lithium is accompanied by a reduction reaction, while the de-insertion of lithium 

accompanies an oxidation, following the general half reactions below: 

Charging: Discharging: 
LiMOx MOx + Li++e- MOx+ Li++e-LiMOx 

C6 + Li++e- LiC6 LiC6  C6 + Li++e- 
 

Commercial lithium ion batteries typically feature graphite anodes, which have a 

theoretical capacity of  372 mAh/g, and a low potential (~0.1V vs. Li/Li+).9 While 

metallic lithium can theoretically provide a slightly larger voltage window and a much 

better gravimetric capacity, safety and reversibility issues prevent it from being used in 

rechargeable battery systems.10 Graphite also can have reversibility issues, generally 

resulting from the reduction of electrolyte on the graphite surface. This process consumes 

electrons and electrolyte molecules irreversibly, and coats the anode with a layer of so-

called “solid-electrolyte interphase” (SEI). Transport through the SEI can be a kinetic 

bottleneck in some battery systems which limits rate performance.11  
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In light of these issues at the anode surface, electrolyte choice is critical for 

battery performance. Organic electrolytes are typical, with ethylene carbonate, propylene 

carbonate and related structures being the most common.11,12 Ionic liquids, polymers and 

solid state electrolytes have all seen growing interest in the field, particularly focused on 

expanding the voltage window and eliminating flammable components.13,14  

While many open questions remain in the areas of anode and electrolyte 

performance, this dissertation will focus on cathode materials and their challenges. 

Conventional carbonate electrolytes and lithium anodes will be most commonly used in 

our studies, to allow us to focus on the reaction kinetics and structure of the cathode 

specifically. The chemistry and development of cathodes for lithium ion batteries will 

discussed in more detail in the following section. 

1.4 Cathodes for Lithium Ion Batteries 

 
1.4.1 General Material Requirements 

There are a wide variety of cathode materials which are suitable for lithium 

intercalation, which includes sulfides, oxides and phosphates. One of the first Li insertion 

materials which was extensively studied was layered TiS2, which was observed to have 

good reversibility for Li insertion, but which has a relatively low voltage, ~2.5V vs. Li.15  

Layered oxides were a logical choice for further investigation, and LiCoO2 was reported 

soon after, with a much higher voltage and a higher Li-ion diffusivity than TiS2 

exhibited.16,17 LiCoO2 is the cathode which was first commercialized in a rechargeable 

lithium ion battery, by Sony in 1991. However, it is expensive, and plagued by safety 

issues, and so LiMnO2 and LiFePO4 are gaining wider commercial adoption.18 A variety 

of other materials may also be appropriate and are the subject of continued research. 
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Layered oxides, like MoO3 and V2O5, have attracted attention particularly for their fast 

reaction kinetics, which may potentially lead to higher power battery systems. The 

pursuit of higher power systems is one major focus of current battery research, and the 

goal that we will focus on here.  

1.4.2 V2O5 Electrochemistry 

Reversible Li insertion into vanadium (V) oxide was reported as early as 1976.19  

V2O5 has continued to be an appealing cathode because of its good capacity, good Li 

insertion kinetics, and it is safer, more abundant and less expensive than cobalt oxide.20  

 The layered structure, α-V2O5, undergoes two structural transitions during the 

insertion of 1 Li+ into the lattice, first transitioning to ε-LixV2O5, where 0.38> x > 0.7, 

where Li insertion takes place primarily between the layers of V2O5, resulting in very 

little structural distortion from the bulk oxide.21 The remaining Li insertion 0.7>x>1.0 

involves a conversion to δ-LixV2O5, which involves nearly doubling the c-parameter (the 

spacing between layers), but very little other structural distortion.22 The two transitions 

give rise to two distinct peaks in cyclic voltammetry or two distinct plateaus in 

galvanostatic voltammetry, approximately 3.4 and 3.2V vs Li/Li+, respectively. Because 

the insertion of 1mol Li/V2O5 involves insertion completely between the layers of the 

oxide, the kinetics of both transformations is fairly fast and reversible, making V2O5 a 

good performing and useful model cathode material. 

1.4.3 Fabrication and Structure of Conventional Cathodes 

For any given cathode material, the structure and fabrication of the complete 

electrode may have dramatic influence on the material performance. Current 

conventional battery cathodes are typically composed of large (>10μm) particles of the 
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metal oxide active material, held together by polymer binders and mixed with activated 

carbon to provide improved electronic conductivity.  Considerable attention has been 

given to understanding and describing these porous composites as a function of particle 

size, shape, additive ratios, etc. While higher mass loading is required for better energy 

density, void space is required for electrolyte infiltration, and a combination of 

conductive pathways provided by the carbon additives and the ion pathways provided by 

the void spaces will determine the maximum power an electrode can achieve. As a result, 

characterization of these structures is a critical part of conventional electrode design. Two 

primary metrics are used to describe these conventional porous electrodes, porosity and 

tortuosity. 

Porosity (ε) is defined as the fraction of the total composite volume occupied by 

void space. For an electrochemical system, that void volume is critical space which must 

be infiltrated by electrolyte for any charge storage reaction to be carried out. However, 

obviously, increased void space is directly related to decreased active material loading for 

a given volume, leading generally to lower volumetric energy densities in high porosity 

electrodes.23 Balancing the loading of active mass with electronic and ionic conductivity 

is critical for achieving the best possible combination of energy and power density. 

Tortuosity (τ) can be more difficult to define, but most simply is the ratio of 

length of the diffusion path of an ion to the thickness of the electrode.24 High tortuosity 

systems, where ions must travel long distances through convoluted pathways, result in 

higher solution resistance and slower ion diffusion, leading to sluggish rate performance. 

Reducing tortuosity within a porous electrode is generally considered a good strategy for 

improving the power performance.25 However, defining and measuring tortuosity remains 
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one of the major challenges in the characterization of porous electrodes.26,27 The 

traditional Bruggeman equation (Eq. 1-3) which relates tortuosity(τ) to porosity(ε) is 

broadly used, but often incorrectly applied. The choice of Bruggeman coefficient (α), 

which differs for various geometries, determines the accuracy of the prediction.  

𝜏 = 𝜀−𝛼    Eq 1-3 

This relationship holds well for regular, simple geometries, such as monodisperse 

packed spheres. However, inhomogeneity as simple as variation in the sphere size can 

introduce errors up to 15% in the estimate provided by the Bruggeman equation.28 

Additionally, the assumption made in most battery papers, that α=1.5, has been 

demonstrated to be incorrect, even for standard electrode materials.26 Empirical fitting 

can be used to determine alpha for more complex geometries, but the concept generally 

defines only isotropic systems which have homogenous porosity and tortuosity.23 Direct 

computational simulations of complex geometries has revealed that tortuosity can vary 

widely even within different cross-sections of the same electrode. Measurements of 

commercial graphite electrodes measured up to 30% differences in the tortuosity 

calculated for different sections of the same electrode, and  for that case the Bruggeman 

equation had almost no predictive value.29 As electrode structures become more complex, 

it becomes difficult to effectively quantify tortuosity in a way which allows meaningful 

comparison of different electrodes. 

There have been recent improvements in simulation strategies for quantifying 

tortuosity. A recent, open source software, has been released to estimate the Bruggeman 

coefficient (α) from SEM images tortuosity directly from geometric reconstructions of 
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electrodes rather than using tradition numerical methods like random walk simulations, 

which require full 3D characterization of a structure.30 These efforts have provided some 

important observations for particle based systems which can inform the design of next 

generation electrodes. 

First, it has been consistently observed that the uniformity in particle size 

distribution improves performance and reduces inhomogeneity which leads to 

degradation.31 However, the use of polymer binders and conductive additives prevents 

idealized structures from being created even with excellent, monodisperse active material 

particles.23 Additionally, advanced modeling methods have been employed to investigate 

the potential for anisotropy in tortuosity. In particular, through 3D tomography and 

numerical modeling Wood et Al observed that in-plane (parallel to the current collector) 

tortuosity is generally lower than out-of-plane tortuosity.23  Electrochemistry is generally 

expected to be most sensitive to out-of-plane tortuosity, potentially offering an 

opportunity for rationally designed electrodes to reverse this observed trend. Increasing 

in-plane tortuosity should allow an increase in mass loading (a decrease in porosity), but 

maintaining low out-of-plane tortuosity should limit the kinetic penalty. However, this 

hypothesis may not address the issues of degradation. Irregularities in the shape and size 

of particles and void spaces can lead to inhomogeneous charging and discharging 

behavior, which can result in local overcharging, over-heating or electrolyte 

consumption, all of which lead to irreversible charge consumption and can present safety 

issues related to flammability or gas generation. 32 Degradation and rate performance are 

the two major performance metrics which advanced architectures can aim to improve. 
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1.4.4 Advanced Electrode Architectures 

 Nanostructures have been widely investigated for their higher surface areas and 

shorter ion diffusions lengths, which should provide improved power and energy density. 

However, many examples of nanostructured cathode materials are composed similarly to 

commercial batteries, with polymer binder and carbon additives, which fails to eliminate 

some of the problems related to tortuosity and porosity at the electrode scale.   There has 

been increasing interest in fully nanostructured electrodes which can eliminate the use of 

binder and additives. 1D and 3D arrays of nanotubes or nanorods are a particularly 

appealing strategy, as these arrays can provide direct electrical contact to the current 

collector and high surface area interaction with electrolyte.33 This strategy opens up a 

variety of options for structural control on both the single nanowire and the aggregate 

electrode scale. On the individual structural scale, core-shell or other composite 

nanowires have been widely investigated for improving on single material arrays.34 

However, on the electrode scale, the interaction between adjacent structures is also 

important, but current research has mainly focused on the stability of the structures.35 

This connection between individual nanostructures and macroscale composites is referred 

to as the mesoscale, and mesoscale architecture is a critical area of research if porous 

electrodes fabricated from arrays of nanotubes or nanowires are going to replace particle 

based structures in real energy storage devices.36   

One advantage of arrays or composites of 1D nanostructures is that they do not 

necessarily conform to the Bruggeman relationship, particularly where the individual 

structures have some order on the mesoscale.  
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In particular, a few different strategies have been demonstrated for fully 

nanostructured, high performance batteries with novel electrode architectures. One, 

demonstrated by the Braun group, features a regular, 3D porous Ni scaffold created using 

polystyrene beads as a template. The Ni acts as the current collector, on which active Li 

storage materials can be deposited.37 The performance of full batteries fabricated with 

this structure is quite remarkable, retaining 25% of their 1C capacity at 1000C, a 

remarkable current density for any battery.38 These batteries have very regular porous 

structures, and are still limited in their energy density directly by mass loading, as 

increased material deposition will eventually close electrolyte spaces and severely limit 

performance.  

An alternative strategy has been proposed by our group in collaboration with the 

Rubloff group. We have demonstrated a variety of high aspect ratio nanotube and 

nanorod energy storage electrodes which can achieve remarkable power density.39,40 

Moving towards full cells, we have demonstrated both a pseudocapacitor and a battery 

with a fully nanostructured anode and cathode.41,42 In particular, the battery demonstrated 

by Liu et Al. facilitates high power performance by utilizing a conformal ruthenium 

current collector underneath 6μm long V2O5 nanotubes. The structure directing agent in 

this device is anodized aluminum oxide, which provides perfect alignment for the anode 

and cathode, with a tortuosity of 1. The focus of this structure was demonstrating the 

value of the conformal current collector for achieving the best possible rate performance, 

but no other structural parameters were modulated. These results will be discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter  4. 
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Understanding and quantifying the potential impact of the various components of 

advanced architectures on electrochemical reactions, rate performance and degradation is 

a critical step towards rationally designed, high performance, nanostructured lithium ion 

batteries. In particular, systematic studies are needed to separate the impact of different 

aspects of electrode structure on electrochemical performance. Here in particular we will 

focus on two systems; vertically aligned nanotube arrays and nanotube arrays with three 

dimensional ion pathways introduced into the structure using a networked porous 

structure. These two test-bed structures will be used to investigate the impact of 

electronic conductivity in these high aspect ratio structures, as well as the effect of 

increased surface areas, mass loading, tortuosity, and defects in the crosslinked 

structures. 

1.5 Overview of Dissertation 
• Chapter 2 will introduce the methods and materials that will be used 

control, characterize and model mesostructured energy storage devices 

• Chapter 3 will present designs for testbed electrodes to systematically 

examine the impact of aspect ratio, tortuosity and defects in our model 

V2O5 cathode system.  

• Chapter 4 will present two extreme examples of electronic conductivity in 

the aligned nanotube array electrodes, and introduce a mathematical 

modeling protocol to assist in interpreting structural results. 

• Chapters 5 and 6 will present results related to aspect ratio and tortuosity 

using these testbed devices 
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Chapter 2: Fabrication and Characterization of Template-Synthesized 
Nanomaterials for 1D and 3D Lithium Ion Battery Cathodes 

2.1 Introduction:  
Energy storage research has turned to nanostructured electrodes in pursuit of 

higher surface areas and shorter ion diffusion pathways, which are expected to improve 

the power and energy density of conventional materials. A wide variety of strategies are 

employed to synthesize nanostructures of metals, metal oxides and polymers for various 

energy storage applications. The template synthesis of nanomaterials is a common way to 

produce materials with similar size and shape distribution, and has been widely used to 

fabricate nanomaterials for lithium ion batteries.43 Two types of template are generally 

used, soft templates or hard templates. Soft templates generally rely on surfactant 

molecules to provide structural direction, producing 0D nanoparticles44, 1D tubes45 or 

wires, and a variety of more complex porous networks46, which mimic the shape of 

micelle structures formed by the surfactant in the solvent. Hard templates rely on solid 

structures to direct the shape of the nanomaterials, such as anodized aluminum oxide47, 

zeolites48 or mesoporous silica49. In this work, anodized aluminum oxide hard templates 

are used to create high aspect ratio arrays of regular and modified nanotube and nanowire 

structures.  

2.2 Anodized Aluminum Oxide Templates 
Porous anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes have been of interest to 

chemists and physicists since the 1970s.50  AAO has been used widely as a template for 

producing nanomaterials, as well as for various filtration and optical applications.51–53 

The synthesis of AAO is relatively simple; a voltage is applied to a sheet of aluminum in 
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an acidic electrolyte (Figure 2-1A). Initially, a solid oxide layer will be formed on the 

 

Figure 2-1Current profile during pore growth on a clean aluminum sheet, starting 
from initial conditions (A), non-porous oxide growth (B), pore formation (C) and 
pore growth and ordering (D) 

aluminum surface (Figure 2-1B), but defects on the surface will lead to localized 

areas of high electric field concentration. The high electric field facilitates field-assisted 

dissolution of oxide into the acidic electrolyte, forming pores, while the oxide continues 

to grow (Figure 2-1C). The expansion of the oxide at the aluminum/oxide interface forces 
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oxide to flow away from the interface. If adjacent pores are close to one another, this 

plastic flow is directed normal to the surface by the forces exerted by the expansion of the 

oxide around the neighboring pores. However, if the pores are farther apart than this 

critical equilibrium distance, they can grow in any direction, and will form branches or 

other voids as space allows.54 Eventually, a steady state is reached where oxide 

dissolution and oxide growth are steady, leading to the growth of regular pores (Figure 2-

1D). 55,56 

 In the late 1990s, Masuda and co-workers developed a method of 2-step 

anodization which took advantage of this process for the production of regular hexagonal 

arrays with tunable pore sizes, without the disordered, branched region at the top of the 

template.57 The 2-step process flow and the resulting ordered cell structure are shown in 

Figure 2-2. 

 

Figure 2-2: Two step anodization process. First, a porous film is grown (A), etched 
away (B) and used as a template to begin oxide growth under ordered conditions 
(C). 

The two step anodization process allows regular, ordered porous films to be 

grown without a disordered, branched region at the top. A first anodization is carried out 

as described previously, but then the entire aluminum oxide is etched away, leaving a 

dimpled aluminum surface to direct the formation of the pores in their equilibrium 

positions at the start of the second anodization process.  
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Specific voltage and electrolyte combinations for which oxide growth and oxide 

dissolution rates favor pore ordered were identified to produce well ordered, regular 

hexagonal pore structures over a wide range of pore sizes.58–60 Interpore spacing can be 

predicted simply from the anodization voltage, using Eq 2-1: 

𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖 = −1.7 + 2.81𝑈𝐴    Eq 2-1 

This relationship remains linear up to nearly 500nm interpore distance, although 

different electrolytes are needed for anodization in different regimes of this ordered 

growth. 60,61 Along with interpore spacing, the voltage determines the pore diameter, and 

the porosity is generally 10% of the total volume of the AAO film formed.62  Pore 

diameters can be increased by etching, but are limited by the upper boundary of the 

interpore spacing. Anodization voltage is also the primary determinant of the barrier layer 

thickness. A linear relationship between voltage and barrier layer thickness is consistently 

observed.63  

As interest in nanomaterials has expanded from simple 1D arrays towards more 

complex 3D structures, there has been a variety of work investigating more complex 

three dimensional structures that result from manipulating the rates of growth and 

dissolution of the oxide. Two major focuses of AAO modification have been the 

modulation of pore shape and thinning of the barrier layer.  

2.2.1 Modified pore shapes  
In 1999, Xu and coworkers64 produced the first controllably branched AAO 

membrane, demonstrating that a potential drop during anodization could result in a y-

shaped, bifurcated pore.  Elaboration on voltage modulation during anodization has 
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resulted in a variety of techniques which can produce branched,65 perforated,66 and 

otherwise modified67 pore structures that can be used for template synthesis of various 

3D materials.35  

 However, only a few methods allow for controllable branching in sections of the 

pores while maintaining straight, hexagonally arrayed regular structures throughout the 

rest of the alumina membrane. The most common of these methods is known as pulse 

anodization,68 a combination of the so-called “mild anodization” techniques discovered 

by Masuda and others, and much faster, higher voltage techniques known as hard 

anodization, developed originally by Lee et al.69   

 One major drawback to this strategy, however, is that it typically results in a 

thickened barrier layer that must be removed by selective etching after removal of the 

native aluminum. This phenomenon is a result of the competitive mechanisms of oxide 

formation, viscous flow, and dissolution which produce the ordered AAO geometry. It 

has been noted recently that at higher current density, viscous flow of the oxide is the 

dominate pore formation mechanism, while oxide dissolution is prevalent at lower 

current densities.70–72 As a result, lower voltage methods with corresponding lower 

currents should produce films with thinner barrier layers. This prediction is supported by 

older empirical observations that the barrier layer thickness scales linearly to the 

anodization voltage50.  

 2.2.2 Barrier layer thinning   
The thickness of the barrier layer in particular is a concern, as it limits the 

usefulness of the aluminum on which AAO is grown, despite aluminum’s well 

established application as a current collector in devices like lithium ion batteries. 
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Typically, the aluminum oxide membranes are removed from the native aluminum and 

the barrier layer is then removed with a wet etching process. Then, a new current 

collector is deposited using a vacuum deposition method like sputtering or thermal 

evaporation. However, this approach requires films to be quite thick, typically more than 

20μm, in order to avoid shattering during these processing steps. For thinner membranes, 

and for more efficient processing, the native aluminum itself would seem to be a 

promising current collector, but this approach requires modification of the normal AAO 

structure. A few techniques have been demonstrated for removing the barrier layer at the 

bottom of AAO pores in order to facilitate electrodeposition has directly onto the Al.73–75 

These techniques have not seen broad application, and until our recent demonstration, 

had never been combined with other AAO pore modification strategies. 

2.2.3 Combined Methods  
Stephanie Sherrill’s dissertation work in our group demonstrated a combination of 

barrier layer thinning and 3-D structuring.76  This work has been continued to 

demonstrate metal deposition directly on the aluminum substrate, using both 1D arrays as 

well as in more complex, interconnected pore networks.77 These processes rely on the 

ordered and disordered growth regimes of AAO, and require no lithographic patterning or 

other defect introductions to achieve the desired structures. As a result, these techniques 

can be combined easily during the course of an anodization to produce a variety of 

different geometries without requiring any additional equipment, and utilizing relatively 

few additional processing steps. 
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In this dissertation, this branching and merging procedure is used extensively to 

explore the implications of porosity and disorder in vanadium oxide cathodes for lithium 

ion batteries.  

2.3 Deposition Strategies 
Filling templates with active material for battery or supercapacitor electrodes can be 

achieved by a variety of methods, including sol-gel78, hydrothermal79, electroless80, 

electrochemical81, chemical vapor82 and atomic layer deposition83. Electrodeposition and 

atomic layer deposition are the two used most frequently in our group, and were the two 

methods chosen to demonstrate 1D and 3D nanomaterial fabrication in our novel, 

modified AAO structures.  

2.3.1 Electrodeposition 
 Traditionally, electrodeposition has been carried out in free-standing aluminum 

oxide membranes, with the barrier layers chemically etched away and a current 

collector added by sputtering or thermal evaporation. This process has been used 

widely to create nanowires and nanotubes of metals84, metal oxides85,86 and 

conductive polymers.  

 Deposition may take place either under constant current, constant voltage, or 

with a variety of cycling, pulsing or alternating current or voltage schemes. The 

pulse or AC deposition schemes are often used for deposition into high aspect ratio 

structures, to prevent diffusion limitations for altering the structure of the resulting 

deposit.  

 There are a few examples in the literature of electrodeposition directly onto the 

native aluminum underlying AAO pores with deliberately thinned barrier layers.73–
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75. Our demonstration of electrodeposition directly onto aluminum into modified 

3D AAO networks, the first of its kind, will be discussed in more detail in Ch. 3. 

2.3.2 Atomic Layer Deposition 
Atomic layer deposition is a popular technique for depositing metals and metal 

oxides with precise control of the thickness and composition of the material.87 The 

process is surface limited and requires gas-phase precursors in a carefully controlled 

vacuum system. The general process flow is seen in Figure 2-3, and follows the following 

steps 1. Precursor saturation 2. Purge 3. Oxidation 4. Purge. This process is repeated as 

necessary to achieve the desired thickness.  

 

Figure 2-3: Schematic of the ALD process 

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) has been demonstrated previously for coating 

various substrates for use as batteries88, pseudocapacitors89 or electrostratic capacitors39.  
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However, while conformal coatings are one of the advantages of ALD, care must be 

taken to characterize deposition onto new substrates to identify any changes to the growth 

and conformality of the films90, particularly on high-aspect-ratio structures.  

Substrate dependent ALD growth limitations may be present if there are serious 

barriers to nucleation on a substrate surface.  This phenomenon has led to a variety of 

challenges depositing good ALD films onto CNTs, graphene and other sp2 hybridized 

structures. Some form of functionalization is generally required, which often lowers the 

conductivity of the carbon, limiting its usefulness as an electrode scaffold.91 While there 

are variety of strategies to avoid these issues, overall, choosing to deposit on surfaces 

with hydroxyl groups is most likely to be effective for forming uniform ALD coatings. 

Fortunately, aluminum oxide is an excellent surface for ALD deposition, and has been 

widely used as a substrate for deposition.92  

However, high-aspect-ratio anodized aluminum oxide can be a challenging 

substrate because the high surface area and longer diffusion pathways lead to poor 

coverage of the substrate surface. This phenomenon was first observed in AAO pores 

coated with Al2O3. ALD reactant pulses were extended from 1s on planar substrates to 

nearly 30 s to achieve conformal coatings on AAO templates with pore diameters of ~65 

nm and pore lengths of ~50 µm.92 In the same study, ZnO ALD deposition into AAO was 

observed for varying pulse times. The ZnO coverage into the pore correlated with the 

square root of the pulse time, a relationship that is indicative of a diffusion limited 

process. However, ALD of SiO2 did not have the same correlation, highlighting the 

limitations of generalizing behavior from one substrate, structure, or ALD chemistry. For 

any new ALD process and substrate combination, are must be taken to ensure that the 
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process is working as expected and to characterize the limitations of the conformality of 

the coating. 

2.4 Nanomaterial Characterization 
In order to develop new understanding of the relationship between material, 

structure and electrochemical performance, a variety of characterization techniques must 

come into play. The techniques can be generally separated into physical techniques, 

which characterize the structure and composition of the materials and electrochemical 

techniques, which focus on the electrochemical reactions that take place within the 

electrodes. 

2.4.1 Electron Microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is the primary tool for characterization of 

AAO templates and electrodes fabricated from them. An electron beam is used to scan 

the surface of a material, and the scattered electrons are collected to provide imaging with 

resolution as fine as 1 nm. Secondary electrons, or inelastically scattered electrons, are 

the most commonly used for imaging, although other modes are available.93 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) functions by sending an electron beam through 

a thin sample, providing much higher resolution images that probe the whole structure. 

However, for three dimensional structures, TEM is a limited technique, as samples need 

to be less than 100nm thick for detectable electron beam transmission through the 

sample.94 

Within either SEM or TEM, chemical composition can be determined using 

energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDS).  X-rays produced during electron exposure 

can be collected and analyzed to provide elemental composition of the sample. In SEM, 
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these X-rays may be produced as far as a micron into the sample, and so EDS should not 

be considered a highly surface-sensitive technique.94 

2.2.3 X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD) 
XRD is a powerful, rapid characterization technique for crystalline materials. 

When a beam of collimated X-rays interacts with a crystalline sample, the X-rays will be 

diffracted by the crystal planes. This diffraction can be described as a relationship 

between the X-ray wavelength (λ) and the spacing between atomic planes (d) and the 

diffraction angle (θ). This relationship is known as  Bragg’s law, shown in Eq. 2-2. 

𝜆 = 2𝑑 sin𝜃    Eq. 2-2 

Based on the diffraction over a range of 2θ, peaks will be observed at characteristic 

positions for a given crystalline material, and can be indexed to standard materials for 

identification.95 

2.5 Electrochemical Characterization 
In order to measure electrochemical processes taking place within cathode 

materials, it is critical to understand the different types of charge storage, and how they 

can be measured. Three different charge storage mechanisms and three different 

measurement techniques are described here, along with analysis methods that allow 

mathematical deconvolution of critical kinetic data from these tests. 

2.5.1 The electrochemical double layer 
The simplest way to store charge in an electrochemical device is in the electrochemical 

double layer (EDL). In fact, since the EDL is a phenomenon present at any charged 

surface immersed in electrolyte, all electrochemical devices have some component of 

capacitance that can be attributed to the EDL. This capacitance is analogous to a parallel 
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plate capacitor, and the charge stored can be characterized similarly, using   Equation 2-3. 

96 

𝐶 = 𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝐴
𝑙

     Eq. 2-3 

Relative permittivity and l (distance between ion/wall) are determined purely by 

electrolyte choice, so surface area (A) is the critical parameter for increasing the charged 

stored in the EDL. Therefore, high surface area carbons are a popular and promising 

choices for devices known as electrochemical double layer capacitors, which store charge 

relying on the EDL alone. 97–102 These devices can achieve high power, because there are 

no reaction kinetics to impede charge storage. However, their energy density is limited to 

the charge of the material surface, which is generally quite small, and so often the double 

layer capacitance contribution to charge storage can be neglected in other storage 

devices. However, for nanostructures with high surface areas, the double layer 

capacitance may still be a significant contribution. Importantly, capacitance scales 

linearly to voltage, so during the charging or discharging of a battery, its contribution to 

the charge stored in any electrochemical energy device is regular and predictable. The 

charged stored by double layer capacitance at an electrode surface can be treated like a 

background signal, with constant current response during cyclic voltammetry (Figure 2-

4a) and a linear potential contribution during galvanostatic charging (Figure 2-4b) . 
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Figure 2-4: Idealized capacitive response during (a) cyclic voltammetry and (b) 
galvanostatic voltammetry 

2.5.2 Ion Intercalation 
Lithium ion batteries have changed the energy storage landscape, facilitating the mobile 

device revolution by providing high energy density with relatively low weight and 

volume.1  Charge storage in a lithium ion battery relies on a process called intercalation, 

in which Li+ ions are inserted into the crystal lattice of an electrode, coupled to a 

reduction of the electrode material. This reaction is known as Faradaic, because it 

involves the transfer of at least one electron. Because of the electron transfer process, this 

mechanism can store more charge than EDLCs, but the kinetics of the reaction limit the 

power of batteries. Slow reaction kinetics, hindered diffusion of Li ions through a porous 

electrode and slow diffusion of the intercalated lithium through the solid electrode are all 

potential kinetic bottlenecks in this process. Like any other redox reaction, lithium 

insertion is governed by the Nernst Equation (Eq. 2-4), in which E is the voltage at which 

a reduction reaction will be expected to take place for a given half-cell: 

𝐸 = 𝐸0 + 𝑅𝑅
𝑧𝑧

ln ( 𝑎𝑜𝑜
𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟

)      Eq 2-4 
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E0 is the standard reduction potential, R is the universal gas constant, T is temperature, z 

is the number of moles of electrons transferred in the reaction step, F is Faraday constant 

and aox and ared are the chemical activities of the oxidized and reduced species, 

respectively. In dilute solutions, these activities can often be replaced by concentrations, 

while in solid state reactions like Li insertion, they may need to be considered in more 

detail.  

The kinetics of lithium insertion can be described by the Butler-Volmer equation 

(Eq. 2-5), which describes the current density for a given reaction. 

𝑗 = 𝑗0 �𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
𝛼𝑧𝑧𝛼
𝑅𝑅

� − 𝑒𝑒𝑒 �−(1−𝛼)𝑧𝑧𝛼
𝑅𝑅

��  Eq. 2-5 

j0 is the exchange current density, α is the charge transfer coefficient and η is the 

overpotential, the difference between the electrode voltage and the reduction potential, as 

determined by the Nernst equation. The current response to electrochemical testing will 

be quite different from the capacitive case as a result of the current dependence on 

overpotential.  In cyclic voltammetry, current peaks centered around E are indicative of 

Faradaic reactions. During galvanostatic voltammetry, voltage plateaus will be observed 

near E.  

2.5.3 Surface redox reactions 
A third type of electrochemical storage mechanism has been identified in the 

literature as “pseudocapacitance”. Strongly surface area dependent, but with higher 

charge storage than EDLCs, this mechanism is generally attributed to fast Faradaic 

reactions at the surface or near-surface of metal oxide electrodes.  This mechanism has 

been widely studied as a way to achieve the higher power and cycle life characteristic of 
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EDLCs with higher energy density contributed by the Faradaic reaction. While it should 

be governed by the Nernst and Butler-Volmer equations, the kinetics of 

pseudocapacitance are often quite fast and difficult to distinguish from double layer 

charging. 

Pseudocapacitance has specifically motivated electrochemists to pursue methods 

for distinguishing between the fast, surface charge and the slower bulk insertion 

mechanism. Understanding which mechanism dominates in different materials and 

different electrode structures aids in the design of electrodes suited for the desired 

application.  

2.6  Methods for Electrochemical Testing 
Most analytical testing was carried out in 3-electrode test cells, which utilize 

separate electrodes as counter and reference electrodes, to decouple current density at the 

counter electrode from the measured cell voltage. Beaker cells which are open to the 

atmosphere will utilize Ag/AgCl reference electrodes with platinum counter electrodes, 

while sealed Swagelok cells were used with Li foil as the counter and reference. All of 

the following testing can be carried out in either cell design. 

2.6.1 Cyclic Voltammetry 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a technique that scans the working electrode through 

a range of potentials at a linear scan rate (v), while recording the current response. CV is 

a versitile electrochemical characterization technique, and the location and size of the 

current peaks in a CV can be used to identify the Nernst potential of a reaction and 

evaluate reversibility. The behavior of redox peaks over a range of different scan rates 

can be used to characterize the rate limitations of the reaction kinetics and to evaluate the 
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reversibility of the charge storage reactions. The differences in the kinetic responses can 

be established clearly from the two different transients, and their response to scan rate 

increases allows additional analysis of their kinetics.  

Two main methods can be employed to deconvolute diffusion-limited and charge-

transfer-limited charge from cyclic voltammetry. The first was developed by Trasatti to 

distinguish the “inner” and “outer” active surfaces of RuO2, the first pseudocapacitive 

material observed.103 This technique calculated the charge passed (q) during CVs at a 

variety of rates, and then extrapolates this charge performance to two extreme cases. 

First, the limit of the charge as the scan rate approaches zero can be calculated by the 

intercept of q vs v1/2. This limit can be estimated to be the total possible charge stored in 

that particular electrode. At the other extreme, the charge as the scan rate approaches 

infinity can be calculated by the intercept of q-1 vs v-1/2. This charge corresponds to only 

the very fastest surface charge, which will not be diffusion limited in any way. This 

surface charge may include only the EDL, or may include fast surface redox reactions as 

well. The difference between the total charge and surface charge then corresponds to the 

diffusion limited charge, which arises from any bulk reactions within the active material. 

The second strategy for separating the fast surface charge from the slower, 

diffusion limited charge is Dunn’s method. Dunn’s method was introduced to distinguish 

the kinetics of charge storage in TiO2 nanoparticles.104 Dunn’s method starts with the 

assumption that the current at any given potential is the sum of the fast surface charging 

and the slower diffusion limited charge, which can be defined in terms of their scan rate 

dependence (Eq. 2-6). 
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𝑖(𝑉) = 𝑘1𝑣 + 𝑘2𝑣1/2
     Eq. 2-6 

The two scaling constants, k1 and k2, represent the relative contribution of each 

component at a given potential, and can be calculated from the current response as a 

function of scan rate, shown in Eq. 2-7 

𝑖(𝑉)
𝑣1/2 = 𝑘1𝑣1/2 + 𝑘2    Eq. 2-7 

After k1 and k2 are calculated over the voltage range of interest, the two 

components of the current can be integrated separately to determine the surface charge, 

the bulk charge and their sum should be similar to the total charge measured. While this 

method provides a much more detailed look at the kinetics over the voltage window of 

testing, it can also be limited by peak shifting or broadening, which prevents the current 

and scan relationship from remaining linear.  

2.6.2 Galvanostatic Cycling 
Galvanostatic cycling is a potentiometric technique that mimics the simplest 

typical use of a battery or supercapacitor in normal applications. A constant current is 

applied and the response of the potential is recorded.  This is the simplest technique for 

determining the specific capacitance of a working electrode, and power capabilities can 

be evaluated by increasing the applied current. The thermodynamics of the 

electrochemical reaction taking place determines the discharge profile, and the time to 

discharge through the established voltage window determines the total charge stored. To 

understand rate performance using galvanostatic cyclic, the current density is increased, 

yielding results that are often similar to the impact of increasing scan rate during cyclic 

voltammetry. Higher rates are often reported simple by the constant current which is 
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applied, or the current density (i.e. A/g or A/cm2). However, a notation referred to as C-

rate is also often used to designate the applied current density during testing.  The 1C rate 

is the current needed to discharge the battery in exactly 1hr. This is determined by the 

theoretical capacity of the material and its mass loading within the electrode. All other C-

rates are multiples of the 1C current, as designated by the numeral. For example C/10 is 

one tenth of the 1C current, and the electrode will theoretically require 10 hours to 

discharge at the C/10 current. Conversely, 10C is 10 times the 1C current, and the 

electrode will theoretically fully discharge in 6 minutes. The simple conversion from C-

rate to time-to-discharge provides some convenience when attempting to compare C-rates 

to cyclic voltammetry, and provides some useful time scale context to rate performance 

data. As a result, this current density designation is widely used in the literature, and is 

used when reporting galvanostatic results throughout this dissertation.  

2.7 Conclusions 
Anodized aluminum oxide templates, coupled with electrodeposition or atomic 

layer deposition provide a platform for creating both 1D and 3D structures with 

controlled structural parameters which will facilitate exploration of cathode structure on 

rate performance and degradation. A variety of structural and electrochemical analysis 

techniques can be combined to produce a broad understanding of nanostructure 

electrodes for energy storage devices.  
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Chapter 3: 1D and crosslinked anodized aluminum oxide for controllably 
modified electrodes 
Portions of this chapter have been published in Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys 2015, 17 (5). 

My contribution to the publication is the majority of the written analysis, as well as the 

development of the electrodeposition method and the characterization of the resulting Ni 

structures. I also prepared the samples that were submitted to FEI for FIB/tomography 

and TEM. 

3.1 Introduction 
Deposition of active materials into 3D anodized aluminum oxide structures is a 

critical step towards utilizing the 3D crosslinked structures as testbed electrodes in 

lithium ion battery studies. The transition from 1D to 3D deposition can be challenging, 

as it is critical to ensure that any deposition method is sufficiently conformal to the 3D 

morphology of the templates to retain the desired shape and size. Two different 

deposition methods are explored here, utilizing the modified anodized aluminum 

structures demonstrated by previously in our group by Dr. Sherrill, and discussed in Ch 

2.77 Electrodeposition and atomic layer deposition are both demonstrated as potential 

strategies for creating 3D electrodes within these modified AAO structures. 

Electrodeposition into AAO templates has traditionally taken place in free-

standing templates, after the removal of the aluminum and etching of the remaining 

barrier layer. A current collector is then sputtered onto the back of the template, and 

material is electrodeposited through the pores. Potential or current can be used to drive 

electrodeposition, and a wide variety of materials have been demonstrated by this 

technique, including metals,105,106 metal oxides107 and polymers.108,109 It is also possible 

to electrodeposit directly onto the native aluminum substrate, if a barrier layer thinning 
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technique has been used to provide adequate contact between bare Al and the electrolyte, 

and the potential is controlled to avoid oxidation of the Al itself.74 However, constant 

potential or constant current deposition methods are unreliable for this technique, because 

of the relatively high interface resistance at aluminum surfaces.110 Pulsed current or 

potential are generally used, and can be applied as a square pulse, or by taking advantage 

of alternating current techniques.73,111 Electrodeposition is appealing because of the broad 

range of materials and deposition strategies which can be employed as long as a 

conductive substrate is readily available. 

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) does not require an electrical connection, and is 

popular for its surface limited, substrate conformal coating. This technique allows 

deposition into AAO which avoids issues with the barrier layer. However, ALD can 

suffer from conformality problems in high aspect ratio structures. As the tortuosity of the 

templates increases, and as their surface areas increase, ALD processes must be careful 

calibrated to ensure good coatings. 

Here we demonstrate the use of modified AAO templates as electrodes, using 

electrodeposition and ALD into high-aspect-ratio AAO templates. For both techniques 

there are advantages and disadvantages for fabricating template synthesized electrodes, 

which will be discussed in detail. 

3.2 Methods and Materials 

3.2.1 Anodized Aluminum Oxide 
The AAO templates were prepared from Al foil (0.25 mm thick, 99.99%, Alfa 

Aesar) using a traditional 2-step anodization process. Briefly, the Al foil was degreased 

in acetone, and then electropolished for 5 min at 15 V in an 11 % perchloric acid in 
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ethanol at 3 °C. The first anodization was performed in aqueous 0.3 M oxalic acid 

solution at an anodization potential of 40 V, at  8 °C , for 7 hours. The Al2O3 was etched 

in phosphoric acid (6 wt. %) and chromic acid (1.5 wt. %) at 60 °C for 4 hours and 40 

minutes. The second anodization was performed in 0.3 M oxalic acid held at 8 °C, but 

with varying potential profiles to introduce branching and merging of pores or barrier 

layer thinning. Branching and merging was introduced by stepping the voltage in 2 V/30 

s steps down to 20 V and then back to 40 V. Barrier layer thinning was achieved by 

dropping the voltage at the end of an anodization sequence from 40 V to 15 V at a rate of 

0.09 V s-1. The two techniques are compatible, and can be combined as needed. Pore 

widening was carried out in 5% H3PO4 at 38 °C for 11.5 minutes, unless otherwise stated.  

3.2.2 Electrodeposition of Ni  
Electrodeposition was performed in a three electrode system using a Biologic 

VSP potentiostat. Nickel nanowires were deposited from a solution containing 1 M nickel 

sulfate and 0.4 M citric acid by AC deposition, at a frequency of 2 Hz, between 0 and -2 

V vs. Ag/AgCl. For some SEM and all TEM imaging, the AAO template was removed 

by soaking for 10 min in 3 M NaOH. 

3.2.3 Atomic Layer Deposition 
Because no electrical connection is required for the deposition of the material, the barrier 

layer thinning process is not used in any of the templates used to demonstrate atomic 

layer deposition. 

Ru ALD 

All Ru films were deposited by Chanyuan Liu in Dr. Gary Rubloff’s group 
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A custom built ALD reactor, described in detail previously,112,113 was used to 

deposit Ru films, using a process developed in Dr. Gary Rubloff’s group and described in 

detail elsewhere.114 Briefly, bis(2,6,6-trimethyl-cyclohexadienyl)ruthenium (Ru(C9H13)2) 

was used as the Ru source, and O2 was used as the oxidant, at a temperature of 300 oC.  

V2O5 ALD 

A commercial reactor, BENEQ TFS 500 was used for atomic layer deposition 

(ALD) of V2O5, as described previously.115 Briefly, vanadyl triisopropoxide, 

VO(OC3H7)3, was used as the vanadium source, designated VTOP, and ozone, O3, was 

the oxidant. 2 s pulses of VTOP were followed by a 4 s purge pulse. Oxidation took place 

in a 3 s pulse of O3, followed by 6 s of purge. The process was repeated 300 times at 170 

C to achieve films roughly 20 nm in thickness.  

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Electrodeposition 
In our laboratory, AC deposition was used to successfully demonstrate 

electrodeposition through the thinned barrier layer, resulting in free standing 1D and 3D 

nanostructure arrays directly deposited onto the native aluminum substrate.77 The 

resulting 1D nanowire arrays can be seen in Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1: (a) Ni nanowires within AAO template (b) Ni nanowire released from 
the AAO template (c)Bundle of released Ni nanowires (d) Large area covered with 
free standing Ni nanowires 

Figure 3-1a shows the nanowires as synthesized within the AAO template. The 

uneven lengths and a few empty pores may be the result of the cross-sectioning process, 

which requires bending the Al/AAO/Ni films until they crack. After the template is 

removed, Figure 3-1b and 3-1d show free-standing forests of Ni nanowires with fairly 

dense packing and uniform length. This observation suggests that there is good, even 

deposition across the whole template, which is indicative of good barrier layer removal 

across the whole template. Figure 3-1d shows a large area of nanowires, which show 

typical aggregation and clumping, which is expected for free standing forests of high 

aspect ratio nanowires after drying. Figure 3-1c shows a bundle of Ni nanowires released 

from the surface by scratching. Again, their length is quite uniform. The AC deposition 

method appears to be successful for depositing Ni into the barrier layer thinned pores. 
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Additionally, to demonstrate that the barrier layer thinning and the pore branching 

and merging were in fact compatible, Ni nanowires were deposited into the crosslinked 

templates as well. These templates were fabricated by a voltage stepping method 

described previously.76 However, detailed characterization of the structure of the 

crosslinked pores was limited by the available microscopy methods. Further investigation 

was carried out with assistance from FEI, who generously demonstrated 3D tomography 

by SEM, and ion milling and TEM for the preparation of cross sections of the crosslinked 

AAO templates. 

Tomography was carried out in a dual beam focused ion beam (FIB)/scanning 

electron microscope (SEM). SEM images were taken of the cross section surface, and 

after 2nm of ion beam etching, for 100 cycles of etching. Images taken during this 

process can be seen in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2: SEM images taken from consecutive FIB slices of a two branched AAO 
template. Each slice is separated by ~2nm of depth. 

The very bright regions in these images are due to charging effects in the SEM on 

the non-conductive anodized aluminum oxide surface. However, despite this issue, the 

pores can be clearly seen, and in the progression of frames, the pores three dimensional 

nature of the pore interconnections is visible. One example of a region where 

interconnections are observed through the depth of the templates is highlighted in red in 

Figure 3-2. In the highlighted region, the progression of frames shows the disappearance 

of the bottom region of the pore, while the middle and top regions remain open. This 

suggests the branching interconnects two pores whose centers are offset. Interconnections 

between adjacent pores in the plane of the imaging are also clearly visible.  

Transmission electron microscopy is not a technique which has been broadly 

applied to the analysis of anodized aluminum oxide pore structures, because of the 

technical challenges related to achieving stable cross sections which are thin enough to be 
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penetrated by the electron beam.54 However, again thanks to the help of FEI Co., TEM 

images were obtained from the templates. The template was protected and mounted in a 

carbon matrix, which was sliced by microtome and then thinned by focused ion beam 

(FIB). High angle annular dark field (HAADF) images of the resulting cross sections can 

be seen in Figure 3-3. 

  

Figure 3-3: HAADF TEM images of FIB thinned AAO templates. (a) the full 
template with  two (b) branched regions and (c) a thinned barrier layer 

Figure 3-3a shows an overview of the whole template, while Figure 3-3b and 3-3c 

show close up images of a branched region and of the thinned barrier layer respectively. 

It should be noted that these images were obtained for a sample without any pore 

widening, to retain structural integrity during the FIB thinning process. The branches can 

be clearly seen forming from the main channel and growing without strong directional 

orientation. While they are somewhat thinner than the main pore channels, as would be 

expected by the drop in anodization voltage, they rarely drop below ~20 nm in width. 

However, the features of the barrier layer, seen in Figure 3-3c, are much smaller and are 
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quite disordered. These features should be more dramatically influences by the pore 

widening process, which etches away aluminum oxide. However, these images also 

clearly shows how easily these structures can become over-etched and delaminate 

complete from the aluminum substrate. 

Based on anodized aluminum oxide templates which utilized both the branching 

and barrier layer thinning techniques, electrodeposition of cross-linked Ni networks 

should be possible. Direct deposition onto the Al substrate was achieved by the same 

electrodeposition technique that was used for the straight pores. Figure 3-4 shows the 

results of the deposition.  

 

Figure 3-4: Nickel deposition into branched AAO pores. (a) SEM image of the 
nanowires within the branched template (Inset: close up of the branched region) (b) 
SEM image of free standing wires after AAO removal (c) TEM image of a bundle of 
branched Ni wires released 
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Figure 3-4a shows the Ni nanowires as grown in the AAO pores, with a closeup of the 

branched region in the inset to highlight the interconnections to pores outside of the plane 

of the cross section fracture. Figure 3-4b  shows the Ni nanowires on the Al substrate 

after the AAO has been removed. The regular packing of the nanowires does not have the 

same aggregation seen in the straight nanotubes under the same conditions (Figure 3-1d). 

This observation suggests that the interconnections provided by the branched AAO 

results in a more structurally stable nanocomposite.  Figure 3-4c shows a TEM image of 

several nanowires interconnected at a branched region, indicating again that there the Ni 

does fill the branched spaces and provide interconnections between adjacent nanowires. 

However, delamination of these structures from the underlying Al is observed 

under extensive handling of the samples, which provides processing challenges. The 

structure of the thinned barrier layer, as shown in the TEM imaging previously, suggests 

that only relatively small regions of connection between the Al and the open pore above 

are truly available for Ni deposition, leading to relatively fragile connection to the current 

collector once the template is removed. 

 Additionally, no successful deposition was carried out for any non-metal material 

directly onto the Al substrate. The reduction overpotential required for Ni deposition was 

quite high (-2 V vs. Ag/AgCl versus Ni/Ni2+ standard reduction potential of -0.45 V vs 

Ag/AgCl) in order to overcome the interfacial resistance at the Al surface, where a native 

oxide forms nearly instantaneously in aqueous solutions. This issue makes generalizing 

electrodeposition techniques quite difficult, and deposition at oxidative potentials is 

especially problematic. 
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In conclusion, electrodeposition is an appealing approach generally, because of its 

wide material compatibility and stability. However, to work with structures that are less 

than 25 µm thick, the barrier layer thinning technique and deposition directly onto the Al 

are required. The aluminum substrate limits our material choices to those that can be 

deposited at highly reductive potentials, under pulse or alternating current conditions. 

Therefore, in order to work with a more conventional cathode material in these templates, 

a different approach to material deposition is required. 

3.3.2 Atomic Layer Deposition 
ALD is an appealing material deposition strategy because of its atomic precision 

and surface limited coating. However, it requires air and water sensitive precursors, 

handled in high vacuum systems, so the materials available to use are limited by the 

equipment available. Here we will discuss one metal and one metal oxide for which 

precursors and ALD reactors were readily available. 

First, to show that the ALD process can conformally coat the branched surfaces of 

AAO, Ru metal was deposited into a 25 µm long, single branched, templates as shown in 

Figure 3-5. The Ru precursors penetrate well in the high-aspect-ratio structures, although 

certainly not the full length of the available 25 µm. However, the process does produce 

nearly 10 µm long nanotubes, which is excellent conformality for an ALD process. The 

full length of the nanotubes can be seen in Figure 3-5a, with the branched region clearly 

visible near the bottom of the image. The Ru structure was sonicated after AAO removal, 

which results in the separation and disorder observed far from the branch points in Figure 

3-5a. The tightly retained order near the branched region indicates strong connections 

between adjacent pores resulting in a stable three dimensional network. Figure 3-5b 
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shows a close-up of the branched region, where the shape and size of the branches are 

clearly visible, demonstrating that good conformal coating is retained in these regions. 

This result confirms that ALD is an effective deposition method within our networked 

AAO templates. 

 

Figure 3-5: Ru nanotubes released from an AAO template with a single branched 
region. (a) the full length of the Ru nanotubes (b) a close-up of the branched region 

Vanadium oxide was chosen as a cathode material for further investigation 

because extensive work developing the ALD process and characterizing the resulting 

material had already been carried out. The process for the deposition of crystalline 

vanadium oxide was developed by Xinyi Chen116 and this V2O5 process has been used to 

demonstrate several novel electrode geometries previously.88,117 However, the V2O5 

process is generally less conformal that the Ru process and it had not been characterized 

in more complex porous networks. Therefore, we examined the potential for the V2O5 

ALD process to adequately coat high-aspect ratio, 3D structured AAO templates.  

First, SEM imaging was used to characterize the V2O5 deposition into branched 

AAO templates, shown in Figure 3-6. Figure 3-6a shows the top three layers of a 

multiply branched template, which 5b shows a close up of the second branched region. 
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The rough and bright edges of the structure are the V2O5 coating, which is estimated to be 

~20 nm thick. The roughness appears to indicate a slightly less ideal ALD deposition, 

which is not as uniform and smooth as the Ru deposition. Figure 3-6c is the region of the 

template selected for energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and the corresponding line 

scan can be seen in Figure 3-6d. The top three layers of the template are visible, with 

branched regions separated by 1125 s of ordered growth, corresponding to approximately 

1.25 μm of straight pore between each branched region. The EDS line scan reveals 

relatively uniform distribution of vanadium throughout the structure. Conversely, gold 

deposited by sputtering on top of the template penetrates less than a 1 μm into the 

structure. This is a clear example of the advantage of ALD over other vacuum deposition 

techniques. Based on this result, we have confidence that the conformality of V2O5 in 

AAO is adequate up to at least 4µm long structures. 

 

Figure 3-6: SEM images of branched templates coated with V2O5 (a) three layers of 
a two-branched template (b) a close up of the branched region (c) region for EDS 
line scan (d) EDS line scan result 
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There is no appropriate etching strategy that can remove the AAO without 

damaging the V2O5, so more detailed microscopy was not possible on these structures. 

However, if they were going to be effective electrodes less than 4µm long, a current 

collector was still needed. The underlying Al retained a high interfacial resistance and 

was not useful as a current collector.  Additionally, the V2O5 surface along the top of the 

AAO was rough, leading to high resistance which prevented direct connection to the top 

of the pores. However, a thin sputtered layer of gold, like the one seen in Figure 5, was 

sufficient to provide good electrical connection along the top of the template. To take 

advantage of this connection route, ring-shapped copper current collectors were placed on 

top of the Au/V2O5/AAO structures, and then masked with Parafilm to prevent electrolyte 

contact to the copper. In this way, the templates could successfully be connected to 

external circuits for electrochemical testing. A representative CV trace is shown in Figure 

3-7. 

 

Figure 3-7: Cyclic Voltammagram at a scan rate of 0.5 mV/s showing the 
characteristic peaks corresponding to 1 Li insertion and deinsertion into V2O5 
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The two characteristic insertion peaks of V2O5 are clearly visible, with lithiation 

peaks at 3.36 V and 3.15 V, and delithiation peaks at 3.25 and 3.45 V vs Li/Li+. The 

difference between the anodic and cathodic peak positions is small, indicating a 

reversible reaction. There is also little slope to the CV trace, indicating relatively small 

resistance in this configuration. This electrode configuration is appropriate for further 

testing, and will be used throughout chapters 4 and 5. 

3.4 Conclusion 
Anodized aluminum oxide templates with both ordered 1D and more complex 3D 

structures can be used as templates various nanomaterials. Electrodeposition of Ni was 

successfully demonstrated directly onto the Al substrate underlying both 1D and 3D 

networked AAO structures. ALD was also demonstrated in the 1D and 3D structures. 

ALD facilitated the conformal deposition of an excellent cathode material which was 

successful integrated into electrodes which demonstrated reversible lithiation and 

delithiation responses. This technique was chose to move forward for further studies into 

the relationship of structure and electrochemistry in lithium ion battery cathodes. 
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Chapter 4: Finite Element Analysis and Nanostructured Electrodes 
Portions of this chapter have been published in . Nat. Nanotechnol. 2014, 9, 1031–1039. 
Individual contributions will be noted in the text. 

4.1 Introduction to Finite Element Analysis Modeling 
Computational modeling is a critical component of modern research, and has been 

used to great effect in electrochemical systems for many years.118 Three main approaches 

are generally used; atomistic modeling, continuum modeling and circuit modeling. 

Atomistic modeling, using techniques like molecular dynamics and density functional 

theory is excellent for understanding the thermodynamic properties of materials, but is 

unable to capture electron transfer dynamics.119 Additionally, atomistic simulations, 

which must calculate every atom in the system of interest, are generally unable to capture 

dynamics on micrometer scales.  

Circuit based modeling treats an energy storage device a series of capacitors and 

resistors, and is often used to help understand how a well characterized full device will 

interact with different electric loads.120 Equivalent circuit models can also assist in the 

interpretation of frequency response data from an electrochemical device, collected by 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.121 However, the more complex an 

electrochemical system is, the more variables are introduced in these types of models, 

and results can be quite difficult to validate.  

Continuum modeling involves solving equations for the physical behavior of an 

electrochemical system, neglecting the locations of exact atoms by treating materials as 

continuums which have defined characteristics. Finite element analysis is a common 

strategy used to apply this type of modeling, which essentially breaks a physical system 

of differential equations into smaller domains, called elements, to approximate the 
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solution to the larger system. This is the most appropriate strategy for the micrometer 

scale of the nanotubes used in our experimental system. However, the very thin active 

material layers may approach the limit of continuum models, where nanoscale effects 

related to atomic scale phenomenon may begin to appear. While finite element analysis is 

well validated for conventional porous electrodes, care must be taken to ensure the 

validity of the models in any nanoscale system.122,123  We use Comsol Multiphysics, with 

a built in Li Ion Battery interface to model the nanotube systems. The basis of Comsol’s 

system of equations is taken from earlier models by Newman and coworkers, which have 

been used extensively for conventional batteries.124,125  

4.2 Methods 
Here we will introduce the general modeling method that COMSOL Multiphysics 

uses to model a lithium ion battery system. Details of how this general method is applied 

to our specific cathode system will be detailed in the results and discussion section. 

Four dependent variables are solved over the various domains of a lithium ion 

battery model. Electrolyte potential (φl), electrode potential(φs), Li concentration in the 

electrolyte (cl) and Li concentration in the electrode (cs) are the four variables, with 

subscripts denoting whether they are solved in the solid phase (s) or in the liquid phase 

(l). The input information required is depicted in Table 4-1. 
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Symbol Explanation Unit 
σs, σl Conductivity in the electrode and electrolyte S m-1 
Ds,Dl Li Diffusion coefficients in the electrode and electrolyte cm2 s-1 
csmax maximum concentration of Li in the electrode mol m-3 
Av Specific surface area of the electrode m-1 
Eeq Equilibrium Potential V 
α Transfer Coefficient [1] 
εs,εl Electrode and Electrolyte volume fractions [1] 
t+ Cation transport number [1] 
f Ionic activity coefficient [1] 
Table 4-1: Table of symbols used in the COMSOL Multiphysics models of lithium 
ion batteries 

A series of differential equations are required in various parts of the battery 

geometry. In the electrolyte, current is defined by the electrolyte properties (Eq. 4-1) and 

linked to the flux in the electrode, Q (Eq. 4-2) 

𝑖𝑙 = −𝜎𝑙∇𝜙𝑙 + 2𝜎𝑙𝑅𝑅
𝑧

�1 + 𝛿𝑙𝑖𝛿
𝛿𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑙

� (1 − 𝑡+)∇𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑙  Eq: 4-1 

∇𝑖𝑙 = 𝑄      Eq 4-2 

Ohm’s law is used to define φs (Eq. 4-3). 

𝑖𝑠 = −𝜎𝑠∇𝜙𝑠     Eq. 4-3 

Charge balance is maintained in the electrode by Eq 4-4. 

∇𝑖𝑠 = −𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑖 + 𝑅𝑠    Eq 4-4 

Rs is an arbitrary source term, which can be used to define the external current load.  

The lithium mass balance in the electrode is controlled by diffusion (Eq. 4-5). 

𝜕𝑐𝑠
𝜕𝑖

= ∇ ∙ (−𝐷𝑠∇𝑐𝑠)    Eq. 4-5 
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The lithiation reaction flux is governed by the following boundary conditions (Eq. 4-5 

and 4-6), which here assume a spherical particle with radius rp. The Li flux is zero at the 

center of the particle, and is determined by the molar flux of lithium (RLi) at the particle 

surface 

𝜕𝑐𝑠
𝜕𝜕

= 0 for r = 0    Eq. 4-5 

−𝐷𝑠
𝜕𝑐𝑠
𝜕𝜕

= −𝑅𝐿𝑖  for r = r𝑝    Eq. 4-6 

The total current (Eq 4-7) and the molar flux (Eq. 4-8) are determined by the specific 

surface area (A) of the electrode, along with the other structural features. 

𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑖 = ∑𝐴𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑐     Eq 4-7 

𝑅𝐿𝑖 = ∑ 𝑣𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑙𝐴
𝑖𝑧 (𝜀𝑠)/𝜕𝑝

     Eq. 4-8 

vLiO and n are stoichiometric coefficients for the reaction being modeled, and εs denotes 

the electrode volume fraction. The local current is determined by the Butler-Volmer 

equation (Eq. 2-5). , where the overpotential (η, Eq. 4-9) is defined by the input 

equilibrium function Eeq, which depends on the electrode state of charge (soc, Eq. 4-10) 

and the two potential variables. 

𝜂 = 𝜙𝑠 − 𝜙𝑙 − 𝐸𝑒𝑒(𝑠𝑠𝑐)   Eq 4-9 

𝑠𝑠𝑐 = 𝑐𝑠
𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑜

`             Eq 4-10 

For current balance, φs =0 at the negative electrode, while current density is specified at 

the outside boundary of the positive electrode. The electrolyte concentration is defined as 
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the initial condition, and all boundaries except the electrode boundary are defined with no 

electrolyte flux. 

Clearly, there is not a simple analytical solution to this extensive system of partial 

differential equations, but using the finite element method, approximate numerical 

solutions can be obtained. 

Meshing, or determining the size and shape of the finite elements is a critical 

component to all finite element analysis. While smaller elements provide more detailed 

results, which may provide more accuracy, smaller elements also increase computational 

time. Care is taken during meshing to ensure that the element size is not affecting the 

results, and comparison to an experimental system can be critical for validating the 

models. Here, all models have been validated against experimental results for planar 

V2O5 coin cells to ensure reasonable, physical results were being obtained. 

While finite element analysis can be quite helpful for understanding a complex 

system like a battery, it does have some shortcomings which are important to understand. 

It is a continuum modeling system, and is not sensitive to any nanoscale effects like 

electron scattering. The Newman models for battery systems in particular have a few 

underlying assumptions of homogeneity which limit their broad use for heterogeneous 

materials, and which tend to undermine their accuracy at very high rates or long cycle 

lives, where degradation mechanisms outside of the basic battery chemistry come into 

play.  Nonetheless, even an idealized modeling system can be a useful reference point for 

understanding the dynamics of this complex system. 
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In particular, modeling can provide some insight to the voltage distribution and 

associated reaction rates locally in an electrode, while experimental measurement 

methods generally only collect data averaged over the whole structure. This can provide 

some insight into critical parameters related to structure which may influence rate 

performance or degradation. 

Here we investigate the ability of COMSOL Multiphysics models to provide 

predictions about nanostructured electrodes, and the use the models to help illustrate the 

advantage of integrated current collectors for an optimized nanostructured battery. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 
Vanadium oxide cathode electrode structures are the experimental system of 

interest, and so the models were implemented to mimic the half-cell configuration in 

which experimental testing took place, which featured lithium anodes and a 1:1 ethylene 

carbonate (EC):diethylene carbonate (DEC) electrolyte with 1M LiPF6. The relevant 

parameters for the anode and electrolyte are from Comsol’s built in interfaces for Li and 

LiPF6 in DEC/EC are in Table 4-2 and 4-3,  respectively.  

Table 4-2: Electrolyte parameters   Table 4-3: Anode parameters 
DLi 3x 10-10 m2s-1  Eeq 0 V 
Transference 
number 

0.22  αa, αc 0.5 

cref 1000 mol m-3  ka, kc 2x10-11 m s-1 
conductivity See Fig 4-1  υLi 1 
   υAn 0 

 
 
 

Cathode parameters are shown in Table 4-4, and are derived from the literature or 

physical properties of V2O5, except for the function for Eeq, which is derived from 

experimental data, discussed in more detail in section 4.3.1.22 
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Figure 4-1: Interpolation function of electrolyte conductivity vs. c/cref 

Table 4-4: Cathode parameters 
Eeq See section 

4.3.1 
αa, αc 0.5 
ka, kc 2x10-11 m s-1 
υLi 1 
cs,int 15 mol m-3 
εs 1 
cref 1 mol m-3 
conductivity 0.005 S m-1 
DLi 3x10-17 m2s-1 
cmax 18473 mol m-3 

 

4.3.1 Validation 
Models were validated by comparison to experimental data collected by Xinyi Chen (all 

planar data) and Chanyuan Liu (all electrodes fabricated in commercial AAO) 

First, models were built to compare to planar electrodes, and compared to data 

collected for various V2O5 thicknesses deposited by ALD on stainless steel discs. These 

tests were carried out in a voltage window from 4.0 to 2.1 V vs. Li/Li+, facilitating the 

insertion of 2 Li/V2O5. The equilibrium function Eeq needed to be derived from 

experimental data, preferable at a very slow rate, where the maximum possible capacity 

of the material would be utilized. Initial validations, therefore, used Figure 4-2 as the 
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input function, which was derived from the discharge curve of a V2O5 coated multiwalled 

carbon nanotube electrode at a very slow rate (C/10, ie a 10 hour discharge time). At the 

time, the active experimental research being carried out by Xinyi Chen was focused on 

these types of heterogeneous electrodes, and so this was the only extremely low rate data 

available. 

 

Figure 4-2: Potential as a function of Li fraction, derived from the discharge curve 
of V2O5 MWCNTs discharged at a C/10 rate 

Using the V2O5/MWCNT input function, a series of models were run while data 

was collected for a set of comparison electrodes, which were simply thin films of V2O5 

deposited on stainless steel discs. Four different thickness of film were tested and 

modeled. The percent capacity retained for the model system and the experimental results 

can be seen in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3: Model predictions and experimental results for the % capacity loss with 
increasing discharge rate 

While the general trends are similar between the experimental and modeling 

results, particularly for the thickest electrode (120 nm, blue triangles in both graphs), the 

model predicts quite a more linear decrease in capacity than is observed in the 

experimental data. This deviation may have arisen from the input function derived from 

the composite electrode. Even at very low rate, the discharge data may have been 

sensitive to structural limitations related to tortuosity or inhomogeneity in those 

electrodes which were not present in the thin film tests. In order to move towards more 

focused studies of the V2O5 material and its particular structure, a more deliberate 

approach was needed.  

New data was collected by Xinyi Chen at the C/10 rate for planar electrodes on 

stainless steel, to provide more accurate input functions for the modeling. Xinyi Chen and 

Chanyuan Liu, carrying out the experimental processes, had also decided to focus on the 

smaller, 1 Li+ voltage window, and so the models were adjusted to reflect that.  Function 

3 was measured at a C/10 rate using a 30 nm  thick V2O5 film on a stainless steel disc. 

This discharge curve, shown in Figure 4-4 has a less pronounced slope to the voltage 
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plateaus than Figure 4-2, immediately suggesting that it is closer to ideal discharge 

behavior.  

 

Figure 4-4: C/10 discharge curve for 30 nm of V2O5 on stainless steel 

Using the improved input function, the model geometries were also updated for 

comparison to V2O5/anodized aluminum oxide electrodes, which provide an idealized 

porous structure which is much easier to directly model than the complex MWCNT 

sponges previously mentioned. The electrodes in the experimental work carried out by 

Chanyuan Liu and Xinyi Chen utilized commercial AAO templates with pore diameters 

of ~150nm and pore lengths of ~ 50µm. However, the ALD process was unable to 

effectively coat 50µm of the porous structures, and was generally characterized to be 

tapering and terminating between 5 and 10 µm into the structures. The V2O5 thickness 

was ~25 nm.  COMSOL models were configured based on this geometry, but to keep 

computation times manageable, single pores were modeled in axisymmetric 1D 

geometries, limiting the model geometry to essentially a cross-section slice of a single 
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pore, These models were validated by comparison to the V2O5 AAO electrodes, and the 

COMSOL predictions are shown with the measured results in Figure 4-5. 

 

Figure 4-5: Measured and predicted capacity for V2O5 nanotube electrodes 

The measured and predicted values no more than 10% different until the 

extremely high rate of 150 C. This suggests that the new input function is providing 

improved predictions and that the model geometry is appropriate for comparison to the 

V2O5/AAO electrodes. Therefore, these models can be expected to provide some insight 

into the performance of high-aspect ratio electrode structures. 

 The major limitation to rate performance in this electrode system is expected to be 

electronic conductivity, since the aligned AAO structures provide ideal ion access to the 

active material. Therefore, an optimized electrode structure was proposed with a fully 

conformal current collector, which would extend into the pores underneath the V2O5 

coating. The rate performance of the two electrodes (fabricated and tested by Chanyuan 
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Liu) is shown in Figure 4-6. It is important to note that the V2O5/Ru data is presented 

with the capacity of a Ru-only electrode subtracted, to ensure that only the V2O5 

electrode performance is shown. 

 

Figure 4-6: Capacity for different rates for the two experimental systems with 
different current collector configurations 

  When compared to the structure with the planar current collector alone, the 

electrodes with the conformal current collector perform significantly better, retaining two 

times the capacity of the planar current collector electrodes at 150C, despite a nearly 

identical low power performance (at 1C).   

COMSOL models for the conformal current collector case are implemented 

simply by moving the boundary condition at which the current is applied from the bottom 

of the pore to the side wall. The simplicity of implementing structural changes in the 

modeling protocol is one of the advantages of the software. To confirm that the 

conformal current collector provides more uniform material utilization, the models were 

used to track the local potential along the length of the nanotube during discharge. Figure 
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4-7 shows these calculated discharge curves for the conformal and planar current 

collector cases at 25C. Three local potentials are plotted for each case, at the top of the 

nanopore (closest to the current collector, in the planar case), a midpoint 5um away from 

the pore top, and the bottom, a full 10um away from the current collector in the planar 

case.  

 

Figure 4-7: Schematic representations of the two current collector configurations, 
and their corresponding voltage profiles during 25C discharge as calculated by 
COMSOL 

The differences between the two current collector configurations are immediately 

apparent. The nanotube with the planar current collector discharges at dramatically 
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different rates over the length of the nanotube, while the conformal current collector 

discharges uniformly. Interestingly, the capacity loss over the closest 5um and furthest 

5um segments are different, suggesting that more than a simple Ohmic loss is causing 

capacity loss in the planar current collector case. The origin of capacity loss and reaction 

kinetics in these systems will be explored in greater detail in Chapter 5. 

 The conformal current collector case also serves to highlight the limitations of 

COMSOL for modeling nanostructures. While the planar current collector models are 

within 10% of the experimental results, up to 100C, the conformal current collector 

models significantly underestimate the rate performance of the experimental system, 

predicting only half of the retained capacity at 100C. The full predicted and measured 

data can be seen in Figure 4-8. 

 

Figure 4-8: Predicted and measured capacity for the conformal current collector 
case 
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 This consistent underestimation seems to indicate a systematic failure in the 

model system to capture a fast kinetics component to the charge storage mechanism. 

Given the high surface area interface between a very thin (<10nm) layer of Ru metal and 

the 23nm layer of V2O5, it seems possible that there are electronic effects which improve 

electron transport, or otherwise contribute charge storage. Where nanoscale effects begin 

to dominate device performance, finite element analysis is no long effective. As a result, 

no further modeling was carried out on this particular electrode configuration. 

4.4 Conclusion 
COMSOL Multiphysics was validated using V2O5 electrodes as reference points. The 

software was able to predict the rate performance of the planar current collector electrode 

configuration up to very high rate, while it’s predictive value in the conformal current 

collector case was limited to the low rates. Additionally, the models are able to provide 

some insight into inhomogeneous charging in the planar current collector electrode 

configuration, indicating that the extreme end of the nanotube stored 1/3 less charge than 

the region nearest the current collector. 
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Chapter 5: Nanotube length and rate performance 

5.1 Introduction 
High aspect ratio nanostructures for battery electrodes have been of broad interest 

for improved energy and power density, because of the possibility of significant increases 

in mass loading and surface area without dramatic increase in device footprint.126,127 

Given the limited conductivity of most active intercalation materials, the most successful 

high aspect ratio nanostructures are hybrid structures which include some sort of 

integrated current collector.40,42,128 While these additional materials help to optimize 

performance, it can be an expensive solution which adds weight and volume to the 

electrode.  There is no strong data to provide information about the limitations of 

extending nanotube length to increase charge storage, and how different charge storage 

mechanisms may be impacted differently.  

Resistance and inhomogeneous reaction rates caused by voltage drops are very important 

to the power performance of an electrode. While Ohm’s law gives an initial indication as 

to the magnitude of voltage or current density loss as a function of resistance, there are 

two additional mechanisms to consider which will impact power performance. These two 

mechanisms are called “polarizations” for their contribution to cell voltage drop, shown 

in Eq 5-1, where E is the thermodynamically predicted cell potential and V is the actual 

cell potential.129  

𝑉 = 𝐸 − 𝑖𝑅 − ∑𝜂𝑎 −∑𝜂𝑐     Eq. 5-1 

The Tafel polarization (ηa), also known as the activation polarization, is related to 

the dependence of reaction kinetics on over potential. The Tafel polarization is especially 

important, because unlike Ohm’s law, an electrochemical reaction current does not scale 
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linearly with voltage .130 Second is the concentration polarization (ηc), related to local 

electrolyte concentration depletion during electrochemical reactions.129 

These additional potential losses make it clear why understanding the impact of 

resistance in high aspect ratio nanostructures is not as simple as defining resistance in 

Ohm’s law, and is at the heart of why predicting performance of an electrochemical 

system can be challenging. No clear characterization of the performance penalty for 

increasing aspect ratio in these high aspect ratio nanostructures has been developed to 

assist in the design and optimization of structures, especially given that the three different 

charge storage mechanisms; double layer capacitance, pseudocapacitance (Faradaic 

surface reactions) and insertion reactions may all respond differently to changes in 

overpotential.  

The only previous report on the impact of aspect ratio on electrode performance 

utilizes a slurry packing method to fabricate the electrodes.131 Therefore there is no way 

to deconvolute the impact of the resistance related to the nanowire contact to the current 

collector, contact to adjacent nanowires or carbon particles, and resistance related to ionic 

conductivity. In order to isolate the electronic effects due to the  structure of the material 

alone, a rational electrode design is required.  

Here, we take advantage of the vertically aligned pores in anodized aluminum 

oxide templates to create electrodes with controllable geometry for examining the rate 

limitations in nanotube electrodes with variable aspect ratio. Very thin active material 

facilitates fast reaction kinetics, where no portion of the active material is more than 

~20nm from the electrode/electrolyte interface. Therefore, the rate limiting step is 
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expected to be the electron conductivity rather than ion availability. This system will 

allow a systematic variation of the length of the electrode which should only alter the 

electron conductivity in the structure, allowing a systematic analysis of the impact of 

conductivity on electrode performance, decoupled from other factors. In particular, the 

impact of conductivity on the kinetics of the electrochemical reactions will be 

highlighted. 

5.2 Methods and Materials 
Anodized aluminum oxide templates were fabricated by a two-step anodization 

process which has been widely reported.58 Briefly, Al sheets were electropolished for 5 

min at 15V in a 1:5 mixture of perchloric acid and ethanol held at 3°C. The sheets were 

then anodized for 5 hr at 40 V in 0.3 M oxalic acid at 8°C. The anodized aluminum was 

removed in chromic/phosphoric at 38°C for 3 hr and 20 min. The Al was then anodized 

again, at 40 V in 0.3M oxalic acid at 8 °C. During the second anodization, the time was 

varied to produce various lengths of template. Pore widening took place in 5% H3PO4 at 

38 °C for 11.5 min. 

V2O5 was deposited by atomic layer deposition in a Beneq ALD reactor with 

VTOP and O3 as the precursor and oxidant, respectively. A 2 s VTOP pulse followed by 

a 3 s O3 pulse was repeated 300 times to achieve the active films of ~20 nm in thickness, 

measured by ellipsometry on planar substrates. Additional details regarding the ALD 

process have been detailed elsewhere.116 

Cyclic voltammetry is carried out on a Biologic VSP Potentiostat. All electrodes 

are tested in 3 electrode cells with ½” diameter Li foil discs as the reference and counter 

electrodes. The electrolyte is 1M LiClO4 in propylene carbonate, prepared from dry 
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materials inside an argon filled glove box. Electrodes are sputtered with a thin layer of 

gold, connected to stainless steel mounts by copper tape, then sealed in Parafilm windows 

with diameters of 5/8”.  Figure 5-1  shows a schematic of the electrodes mounted and 

sealed. 

 

Figure 5-1: Schematic of electrode preparation 

Material characterization was carried out on a Hitachi SU-70 SEM, and pore lengths were 

determined from the SEM images using the measurement tool in Adobe Photoshop. 

Electrode masses before and after ALD are measured by microbalance, with an accuracy 

± 1µg. 

To help understand the expected losses due to conductivity issues, a finite element 

model was developed to predict the behavior of nanostructured V2O5 half cells. The 

lithium ion battery module available in COMSOL Multiphysics™ was used to perform 

these simulations. Each simulation evaluated a single pore, with an electrolyte reservoir 

providing a surplus of available lithium. The models use a pore with a fixed radius of 

50nm, and pore length is varied from 500 nm up to 4 µm in steps of 500 nm. The active 

material occupies the outer 20  nm of the pore length, and has a conductivity of 0.005 S 

m-1 and a lithium diffusion constant of 3 x 10-17  m2s-1. Built in parameters for 1 M LiPF6 
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EC/DEC electrolyte are used for the electrolyte conductivity, lithium transport number, 

and diffusion coefficient. The material potential is calculated as a function of the lithium 

concentration in the active material, as determined by the current-voltage relationship in a 

planar V2O5 film at a very slow rate. Only galvanostatic discharge is modeled for this 

study, so the initial conditions assume 4.0 V on the cathode, with only 1 mM Li present 

in the active material. As current is applied, the electrode potential changes as a function 

of inserted lithium concentration, based on a discharge curve measured at a C/3 rate for a 

planar V2O5 electrode fabricated by ALD on a stainless steel disc. Discharge time is 

defined as the time required for the average potential on the electrode to drop to 2.60 V.  

To simulate discharge, total current is calculated from the mass and the theoretical 

capacity, and is applied along the bottom boundary of the material.  

5.3 Results and Discussion 
First, the dimensions of the AAO electrodes need to be determined. The length of 

the pore is roughly linear with anodization time, as seen in the electrodes shown in Figure 

5-2, which show growth times of 900s, 2250s and 3600s respectively. Each of these 

structures has V2O5 deposited by ALD and a small layer of Au coated on the surface. The 

diameters of the pores are quite similar, as expected from the combination of ordered 

AAO growth and controlled ALD material deposition. The SEM images show the V2O5 

coating has some surface roughness, which can be attributed to non-ideal ALD growth 

during the V2O5 deposition process.  
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Figure 5-2: SEM images of AAO templates grown for (a) 900s (b) 2250s and (c) 
3600s. All scale bars are 100nm 

Length varies with growth time, and a complete calibration curve of length versus 

growth time is shown in Figure 5-3. The relationship between growth time and length is 

linear and predictable, which is critically important for fabricating electrodes with 

controlled structures. The mass loading of V2O5 as a function of growth time is also 

linear, suggesting that no significant tapering or thinning of the V2O5 coating is occurring 

in these high aspect ratio structures. Additionally, gold is sputtered on the tops of the 

electrodes, to improve conductivity, but the pores remain open despite this coating. 

 

Figure 5-3: Length (left) and mass (right) increase with increasing AAO growth 
time 
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Electrochemical performance of these electrodes is tested by cyclic voltammetry 

in 3 electrode cells vs. Li. As expected, the areal capacitance increases as a function of 

pore length for all scan rates, as seen in Figure 5-4a. This increase is linear or close to 

linear at most scan rates, as can be seen in Figure 5-4b and 5-4c, for 5 mV/s and 15 mV/s 

respectively. 

However, the increase in capacity is not 1:1 with the increase in length. While the 

surface area and the mass loading increase linearly with the length increase, resistance is 

also increasing resulting in an inhomogeneous utilization of the material. How this 

increasing resistance impacts the insertion of Li versus fast surface redox reaction and 

double layer charge storage may give some clues into why the trends are somewhat 

different at low, medium and fast scan rates. 

Different trends at different rates suggest that there are different charge storage 

mechanisms which dominate at high and low rates and which respond to polarization 

differently. Two distinct kinetics, charge stored by fast surface kinetics and. slower 

diffusion limited charge storage must be separated. The current contributed by fast 

surface reactions, whether double layer charging or surface redox reactions, generally 

scales linearly to the scan rate, while diffusion limited reactions will respond linearly to 

the square root of the scan rate. Two different methods are employed to separate the 

surface charge from the bulk charge using cyclic voltammetry (CV) data for a variety of 

scan rates (v).  
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Figure 5-4: (a) capacity for four different lengths over increasing scan rates. 
Capacity as a function of nanotube length at (b) 5 mV/s and (c) 15 mV/s 

 The first method was developed by Trasatti.103 This method extrapolates the 

charge passed during a series of CVs to the limit of v=∞, where it can be assumed that 

only the fast surface charging is contributing to charge storage. Extrapolating the same 

charge data to v=0 provides the theoretical total charge, and the difference between the 
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total and the surface charge provides the bulk charge. Details regarding how this data is 

extracted from the CV results can be found in Appendix B. 

The second method is known as Dunn’s method.132 This method relies on the 

assumption that the current measured at any given potential during a CV is the sum of a 

surface and a bulk component (Eq. 5-2). 

i(V)=k1v+k2v1/2    Eq. 5-2 

In order to separate the surface and bulk components, k1 and k2 are needed for any given 

potential V. These constants can be calculated easily from the current at a variety of scan 

rates by rearranging Eq5-2 to Eq 5-3.  

i(V)/v1/2=k1v1/2+k2     Eq. 5-3 

This equation is in a linear form that so k1 and k2 can be determined from the slope and 

intercept, respectively, of a linear fit of the data.  .Details of this data processing are also 

available in Appendix B. 

Figure 5-5 shows the v1/2-dependent, or diffusion limited charge calculated by the two 

methods discussed previously. Because Trasatti’s method extrapolates to a limit, it is not 

unusual that it is somewhat higher than the Dunn’s method estimates. Dunn’s method 

predicts the same surface charge for each scan rate (because of the linear relationship) but 

does not predict the same bulk charge at each scan rate, so 5 mV/s and 15 mV/s are 

shown here, in green and blue respectively. 
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Figure 5-5: Diffusion limited (v1/2 dependent) charge calaculted by Dunn and 
Trasitti's methods 

The trend is quite similar to that predicted by Trasatti’s method, and indicates that 

diffusion limited charge increased with length initially, but then is stabilized, or 

decreased as the length of the nanotube increases. This trend makes sense for a Faradaic 

reaction mechanism, where current decreases logarithmically as the potential approaches 

the equilibrium potential, below which no reaction will take place. Based on these results, 

by the time the nanotube lengths are beyond 1µm the polarization is sufficient to be 

preventing full reaction of additional material.   
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Figure 5-6: Scan rate dependent charge calculated by Dunn and Trasatti's methods 

The v-dependent, fast surface charge calculated by Dunn’s and Trasatti’s methods 

is shown in Figure 5-6, along with a linear geometric estimate of the maximum possible 

capacity based on surface area increase. Both Dunn and Trasatti’s methods extrapolate 

very similar surface charge values for each electrode length, and both show a fairly linear 

increase in surface charge with increasing length. However, the surface charge does not 

increase geometrically with the surface area of the nanotubes. This observation is 

consistent with inhomogeneous charging preventing full utilization the entire surface of 

these structures. The linear response suggests that the surface reactions are not governed 

by the Tafel or Bulter-Volmer equations, with their exponential relationship between 

current and overpotential. Instead, this charge is mostly capacitive, where current scales 

linearly to voltage.    

To explore the potential gradients and their influence on lithiation, a 

computational model was used to estimate the performance of nanotube electrodes with 
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variable lengths. The model geometry is a single nanowire, to keep computational 

demands low. Therefore, in order to compare the modeling data with the real electrode 

data, each point is normalized to the capacity of the shortest sample. In this way, a 1:1 

increase of normalized capacity vs normalized length is the ideal case, denoted by the 

dotted line in Figure 5-7. The experimental and calculated values are also plotted in black 

and red, respectively. These models include only the redox reactions, and neglect any 

capacitive components, so the difference between measured and calculated capacity will 

include any capacitve components as well as any ohmic resistance enhanced by surface 

scattering. The fact that the calculated values are greater than the experimental values 

suggests that losses due to increases resistance outweigh any advantages from the 

capacitive charge storage. This observation suggests that minimizing defects and 

scattering sites may be a more important strategy for improving nanostructured electrode 

performance than simply increasing the surface area. 

 

Figure 5-7: Measured capacity and calculated capacity for two different rates 
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 The predicted voltage difference and state of charge (soc) difference between the 

top and the bottom of the electrode as a function of length are shown in Figures 5-8a and 

5-8b, respectively. While the overall differences are small, averaged over the length of 

the entire nanotube, over billions of nanotubes per square centimeter, it becomes clear 

why the electrodes cannot maintain a steady performance improvement as their length 

increases.  

 

Figure 5-8: Calculated (a) voltage difference and (b) state of charge difference 
accross the length of a nanotube 

The modeling cannot capture scattering or other size effects, so these voltage 

drops are undoubtedly underestimating the real voltage drops. However, it is useful to see 

even the idealized impact of these relatively small voltage drops, which can be seen in the 

variation in state of charge across the length of the each nanotube. At the highest rates, 

the soc variation is as much as 5 %, indicating the material utilization at the nanotube tip 

lags behind the base by at least 5 %, even over only 3 µm. These modeling results 

provide a working estimate for how much capacity is being sacrificed by extending the 

length of the nanotube, or by increasing the rate.   
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5.4 Conclusion: 
If nanostructured electrode arrays are going to solve energy and power density 

problems for lithium ion battery cathodes, careful attention should be paid to electrode 

geometry to maximize the utilization of active material while also maximizing electron 

access. Here we show the dramatic impact of increasing aspect ratio which is dependent 

on reaction mechanism, and which results in inhomogeneous state of charge even over a 

few microns in length. These data explain why integrated current collectors for lithium 

ion batteries have achieved such remarkable increases in performance, even for materials 

which do not have extreme aspect ratios. 
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Chapter 6: 3D cross linked vanadium oxide cathodes as a testbed for 
understanding tortuosity and inhomogeneity. 

6.1 Introduction 
Lithium ion batteries are a critical component of modern technology, from 

portable devices like laptops and cell phones to electric vehicles. Nanostructured 

electrodes have been of great interest for their potential to improve power performance of 

Li ion batteries, but characterization of individual nanostructures alone is insufficient to 

provide a complete understanding of the performance limitations within an electrode.36 A 

variety of mesoscale issues, which bridge the scale between individual structures and 

whole electrodes, can impact reaction kinetics and rate performance. The relationship 

between individual particles and full electrodes has been fairly well investigated in 

conventional electrodes, but largely neglected in nanostructured electrodes, particular 

ones which feature high aspect ratio nanowires or nanotubes rather than particles.     

Arrays of nanowires or nanotubes provide an excellent opportunity to exploit this 

anisotropic tortuosity to maintain excellent ion transport through the thickness of an 

electrode. However, as demonstrated in previous chapters, the length of the nanotubes or 

nanowires cannot be indefinitely extended to increase mass loading. Instead, structures 

are needed which can maintain the excellent ion pathways of aligned nanotube and 

nanowire arrays, while also increasing mass loading. Introducing crosslinking layers in 

the plane of the electrode, perpendicular to ion channels penetrating the electrode, may be 

able to provide an increase in mass loading without a significant penalty for increasing 

tortuosity. Aligned arrays and a proposed interlinked structure, showing the insertion of 

additional material in the plane of the electrode is shown in Figure 6-1.  To the best of 

our knowledge, no electrodes have been demonstrated with this design. 
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Figure 6-1: (a) 1D arrays of aligned nanowires (b) crosslinked nanowires with 
interconnections in the plane of the electrode 

However, the introduction of defects to increase mass loading, structural stability 

or ion access leads to inhomogeneity within an electrode. Inhomogeneity in these 

structures which impacts electrical connections or Li transport has been identified as the 

cause of rate limitations as well as degradation and failure mechanisms in conventional 

Li ion battery systems.31 Understanding the tolerance for defects in advanced 

architectures is an important step to move forward with electrode designs which can 

exhibit good energy and power performance while retaining cyclablility. 

Anodized aluminum oxide provides opportunities to create a variety of 3D 

structures over a wide range of sizes, while retaining the same surface chemistry to 

facilitate active material deposition. Traditional AAO can be used to create electrodes 

with vertical alignment and a tortuosity of 1 through the plane of the electrode.59,133 

These electrodes do not require polymer binder or conductive carbon additives, and so 

the local and mesoscale architectures are very well defined, and can be used to create 

very high performance batteries, with optimized structures.42 However, mass loading in 
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these structures is generally low, and strategies for improving the mass loading inevitably 

move towards disordered systems like CNT sponges.134 While many disordered systems 

also have excellent electrochemical performance, there is not a clear understanding of the 

trade-offs between ordered and disordered systems, because of the challenges in directly 

comparing distinct systems. AAO is a template material which does allow for 

morphology modification, without changes in the surface chemistry that would impact 

the deposition of active materials. We have demonstrated a method for creating 3D 

anodized aluminum oxide structures which allows us to disrupt the ordered growth of the 

pores in distinct regions while retaining pore ordering in other sections of the structure, 

creating layers of connecting crosslinkers between aligned pores.77 This pore 

modification technique can be repeated as often as desired, while the ordered growth time 

can be adjusted to maintain the overall thickness of the template. Here we use these 

templates to fabricate V2O5 cathodes with variable alignment, and examine their rate 

performance. This strategy allows direct comparison of the same material, under the same 

experimental conditions, with only alterations to the electrolyte pathways and the 

alignment of the electrode to account for performance differences.  

6.2 Methods and Materials 
The method for producing branches in anodized aluminum oxide is described in 

detail elsewhere.77 Briefly, traditional two step anodizations are utilized. During the 

second anodization, pore branching is induced by modifying the anodization voltage from 

40 V to 20 V to 40 V in 2 V/30 s steps. Total time at 40 V is modulated to result in AAO 

structures which are close to uniform in total thickness, (between 1.5 and 2.0 μm), with 
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the branches evenly spaced. Pore widening is carried out in 5% H3PO4 at 38° C for 11.5 

min. 

Atomic layer deposition is used to deposit V2O5 conformally onto the AAO 

templates. The ALD method is discussed in detail elsewhere.116 Briefly, 2 s of VTOP 

precursor and 3 s O3 oxidant are alternately pulsed in a commercial Beneq ALD reactor 

for 300 cycles at 170 °C. The resulting films are ~20 nm thick. 

A Hitatchi SU-70 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to characterize 

the structure of the AAO/V2O5 templates, while a Bruker D8 Advance system with 

LynxEye PSD detector and Ni β-filter using CuKα radiation (step size 0.02° in the range 

of    14° <2θ <55° was used to characterize the material by X-ray diffraction (XRD). 

Electrochemical testing was carried out in custom built three electrode cells which 

were loaded and sealed in an Ar filled glovebox, and removed for testing. Each cell had a 

½ inch diameter disc of Li foil for the counter an reference electrodes, while the 

electrodes were masked to ¼ inch diameter. The electrolyte was 1M LiClO4 in propylene 

carbonate, and testing was carried out on a Biologic VSP potentiostat. 

6.3 Results and Discussion 
 Four different electrodes were tested, varying from conventional, straight pores 

to pores with three branches. SEM images of these four different anodized aluminum 

oxide templates can be seen in Figure 6-2, with ~20 nm of V2O5 deposited by ALD. The 

V2O5 coating is what gives the pores their roughened surfaces, while the branched 

regions can be seen as a discontinuity in the AAO template. However, the main channels 
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remain largely aligned before and after each branched region, and overall, the tortuosity 

of these structures does not appear to be significantly different. 

 

Figure 6-2: Electrodes fabricated from 4 different AAO sample structures (a) 
straight (b) one branch (c) two branch (d) three branch 

The branched regions are roughly evenly spaced, and occupy ~100 nm of thickness 

within ~1750 nm total length of the structure.  The average length of each of these 

structures, along with each structure’s average V2O5 mass loading, is shown in Figure 6-

3. While the length of the electrodes is held mostly consistent, the mass loading increases 

slightly with each additional branch. This suggests that additional surface area is 

available for V2O5 deposition, without a dramatic increase in total electrode volume. In 

this way, the mass loading and surface area are increased without a dramatic increase in 

the tortuosity of the electrode. 
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Figure 6-3: Length, measured from SEM images and mass of V2O5, measured by 
microbalance, for the four different configurations of electrode 

Error bars in each portion of Figure 6-3 denote standard deviations in the 

respective measurements repeated over at least three samples. The surprisingly large 

standard deviations for the length measurements in particular suggest that the branching 

of the pores modifies the growth rate of the AAO more extensively than originally 

suspected. With each additional branched region added, 900s of ordered growth time is 

removed from the protocol to account for the additional growth. Regardless, the linear 

mass increase as a function of inserted branches suggests that the surface area is 

increased consistently, even as the total template length is not increased. Overall, the 

length and mass loading changes are relatively minor as well, which suggest that the 

electrodes are mostly similar in dimensions, and only vary in shape.  
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Figure 6-4:XRD patterns for the four different structures of V2O5 AAO electrodes 

XRD was carried out to confirm that there were no significant differences in the 

V2O5 structure as deposited within the various templates.  The patterns for the four 

different structures can be seen in Figure 6-4.The underlying Al produces the very intense 

peak at 2 θ of 45°, along with additional features between 35° and 45° attributable to the 

Al. No peaks corresponding to Al2O3 are observed. This is consistent with numerous 

literature observations that most anodized aluminum oxides are amorphous.135 V2O5 

deposited by this ALD technique had been previously identified as α-V2O5, as can be 

seen here.115 Most importantly, the V2O5 retains its crystallinity in each different 

structure. Any differences observed in the electrochemistry should not be attributable to 

differences in crystal structure or crystalline alignment within these structures. 
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Structurally, the only major differences between these 4 electrodes should be the 

ion pathways available, interconnecting adjacent pores and disrupting the ideal alignment 

of the unbranched AAO. If improved ion access is the critical determinant of power 

performance in these structures, rate performance improvement should be observed as the 

branching increases. However, if the inhomogeneity in the structure causes incomplete 

charging and discharging or causes other degradation, the straight pores should 

outperform the branched structures at higher rates.  

: Cyclic voltammetry was carried out for all four electrode structures in 3 

electrode cells, vs. Li foil. CVs from 20mV/s to 2mV/s are shown in Figure 6-5. Two 

clear insertion/deinsertion peaks are clearly visible in all samples, even at the highest 

scan rate, indicating that lithium insertion is still taking place even at the highest scan 

rates. 

 

Figure 6-5: CVs from 20mV/s to 2mV/s for (a) straight, (b) three branch electrodes 
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Galvanostatic charging and discharging were measured for the two extreme cases; 

the straight pores and the 3 branched structures. The results are shown in Figure 6-6. 

While at lower rates the capacities are fairly similar, the capacity is retained better at high 

rates for the highly branched structure. While 2C is actually quite high for many battery 

materials, given the very thin active material and relatively good conductivity of V2O5, it 

is not surprising that the electrodes are nearly indistinguishable at that rate. As the rate 

increases to 50C, the straight electrode retains 48% of it’s 2C capacity, while the 

branched electrode retains 76% percent of it’s 2C capacity. This is excellent capacity 

retention for any insertion electrode, suggests that the structural differences between the 

straight pore and the branched pore result in significant differences in reaction kinetics.  

 

Figure 6-6: Capacity measured by galvanostatic voltammetry for the straight and 3 
branched electrodes 
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To examine the relationship between structure and kinetics, Trasatti’s method was 

used to deconvolute fast surface charging from slower, diffusion limited charge storage, 

as discussed in previous sections.  The difference between the calculated surface charge 

for the straight and 3 branched electrodes is shown in Table 6-1. 

 
Surface 
(mAh/g) 

Bulk 
(mAh/g) Surface % 

Straight 56.35 37.17 60% 
3 branches 89.73 51.03 64% 

Table 6-1: Charge deconvolution for the straight and 3 branched electrodes 

The increase in surface area normalized by mass loading suggests an explanation 

for the dramatic improvement facilitated by the introduction of the branches. Additional 

mass is loaded without an increase in active material thickness, resulting in additional 

surface area available for fast charging and discharging, which may account for the 

improved rate performance. Additionally, since the branched regions open up additional 

space within the AAO template that had previously been occupied by inert Al2O3, there is 

no loss of electrolyte volume or ionic access to limit the utilization of the added material. 

The additional local electrolyte volume may also provide improved rate performance by 

providing additional local Li+ which are available for reaction without needing to be 

transported through the thickness of the electrode. Additionally, despite the introduction 

of defects and tortuosity, the direct pathways through the thickness of the electrode are 

maintained in the cross-linked structures. The controlled introduction of defects into the 

plane of the electrode, which provide additional mass, surface area and electrolyte 

volume while maintaining low through-plane tortuosity, demonstrates the utility of 
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controllable, anisotropic tortuosity in battery electrodes for maximizing mass loading and 

rate performance. 

In order to investigate the consequences of the pore crosslinking on defects and 

degradation, long term cycling was carried out for straight and 3 branched structures at 

10C. The discharge capacity for each structure is shown over 500 cycles in Figure 6-7. 

Despite the high rate of cycling, both structures retain more than 90% of their initial 

capacity. Additionally, the two structures do not have significantly different losses in 

capacity during cycling, suggesting that the introduction of defects through branching is 

not rapidly accelerating degradation mechanisms with the V2O5. 

 

Figure 6-7: Capacity calculated by galvanostatic voltammetry for 500 cycles at a 10 
C rate 

6.4 Conclusions 
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Here, we have systematically compared vertically aligned nanotube electrodes 

with increasingly complex networks of interconnected nanotube passages. The branched 

structures show more reversible electrochemistry with better capacity retention at high 

rates. Additionally, the introduction of branches does not appear to limit the long term 

cycling performance of the electrodes, despite the introduction of defect sites to achieve 

the interconnected pore network which facilitates the fast ion access in the structures. 

Critically, here we demonstrate a strategy for improved mass loading which corresponds 

to improved rate performance, suggesting that increased tortuosity can be tolerated within 

electrodes as long as straight channels are maintained through the thickness of the 

electrode. These electrodes may provide a model for designing other types of structures 

with maximized capacity and rate capability. 
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Chapter 7: Summary and Outlook 

7.1 Summary 
In this dissertation, traditional 1D and modified crosslinked anodized aluminum 

oxide structures were used as templates to create controlled arrays of nanotubes as well as 

interconnected 3D mesostructures of V2O5. These structures were used as model lithium 

ion battery cathodes to test the impact of structure on reaction kinetics and rate 

performance. First, the impact of aspect ratio on charge storage kinetics was explored. 

Diffusion limited Li-insertion was dramatically limited by aspect ratio, while fast surface 

charging continues to increase with increasing nanotube length. However, the surface 

charging also suffers from resistive losses, but at a different rate. Computational results 

showed the magnitude of the voltage drops across the nanotube lengths, and the 

corresponding state of charge changes, which can be as large as 5% over 3µm in length. 

Second, the impact of 3D structure on electrode performance was explored. The insertion 

of branched regions into the aligned AAO pores resulting in increased mass loading 

during ALD deposition, implying an increased surface area. This increased active 

material mass loading leads to an increase in capacity which is retained at higher rates 

than in the straight pores. The fast surface mechanism contributes an additional 33.38 

mAh/g in the branched structure compared to the straight pores, as calculated by 

Trasatti’s method. This result suggests that controlled architectures can maintain good 

ionic pathways with increased mass loading to improve electrode performance. Long 

term cycling also suggests that the introduction of defects does not limit the cycling 

stability of these electrodes, making this an appealing strategy for improving on 1D 

electrode arrays. 
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7.2 Outlook 
 This work highlights the value of carefully controlled electrodes which can be 

used to systematic explore the effect of structure on various energy storage mechanisms.  

Based on the results observed in these testbed electrodes, improved V2O5 electrodes can 

be designed based on rational expectations for the impact of surface area, active material 

length and disorder. These techniques should be portable to any other electrochemically 

active material which can be deposited and tested within AAO templates. For any 

material, optimized structures for the dominant mechanisms in the electrode can be 

designed.   
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Appendix A: Anodized Aluminum Oxide Methods 

A-1: General guidelines for fabricating AAO templates: 
Polycarbonate holders like the one shown below are used to mask a fixed area for 

anodizations. When sealing these types of holders, it is important that no electrolyte is 

leaking into the holder, but also that the aluminum is not being bent or distorted in any 

way. These holders are not used during electropolishing, and should generally be kept 

away from organic solvents, which will weaken and degrade the polymer over time. 

Large holders, like the one shown in the figure, are best for first anodizations. These large 

pieces can be cut into smaller pieces for the second anodization process.  
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  Electrolyte temperature during the polishing or anodization process is maintained 

using a jacket beaker and vigorous stirring. Excessive condensation on the jacket beaker 

should be considered a red flag for heat and humidity conditions which are are not ideal 

for anodization. In these cases especially, it is important to check the actual temperature 

of the electrolyte before turning on the voltage source, regardless of the temperature 

reading on the water recirculator. 

 

Figure A-1: Aluminum holders, front and back and the full cell set-up in a jacket 
beaker 

 

 

A-2: Common defects and concerns related to homogeneity of the structures 
Analysis of anodized aluminum oxide fabricated by the two step method has generally 

agreed that pore diameters and interpore distances are uniform within a tolerance of 

~10%. However, large regions of defects can be observed where the aluminum was bent 

or scratched prior to anodization. Figure A2 depicts two regions of the same AAO 

template, where defects due to bends in the aluminum are visible. Despite 
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electropolishing removing any visible evidence of the damage to the aluminum, the grain 

structure of the aluminum was undoubtedly impacted, resulting in the effects visible on 

the right. Given the high surface area of the templates, and the small sampling areas of 

SEM, it is very important to keep samples clean and flat throughout the process, and to 

do extensive SEM imaging periodically to ensure that defects are not going unnoticed. 

 

Figure A-2: Top view of (a, c) normal pore structures and (b,d) defect regions after 
Au sputtering 

  

a b 

c d 
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A3: The limits of the pore modification structure: 

 

Figure A-3: SEM image and current plot from a template modified with 7 branches 

Seven branches was the most inserted into a ~2µm template. The ordered growth time at 

40V is only 225s between each branch. This is not sufficient for the pores to be 

consistently returning to steady-state growth, which is indicated by a steady reaction 

current. The slope in the current between voltage step sequences suggests that the barrier 

layer is never returning to it’s 40V steady state thickness. The additional current 

contributed by thickening of the barrier layer becomes more pronounced after each 

branch step. This suggests that 225s is too little ordered growth to retain predictable 

growth of the AAO templates.  
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Appendix B: Charge Deconvolution Methods 
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